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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY - (1/3) – Context
The scope of our project is to develop, price and communicate a new product that acts like na insurance package.
Company The	Project
The goal of this project can be divided in 3 diferente sub-goals.
The first one is to develop the different multi-product
packages, for diferente age segments, as well as its strategy of
Pricing. The second one is to understand which extra services
to add to each package so that it brings added value to the
customers. The Third one is the distribution and
Communication strategy, in accordance with the different
market segments.
Tranquilidade was founded in 1871 and is now one of the top5
insurance companies in Portugal. The company has already some
international presence. Recently, the company has been through a
series of mergersin order to strengthen its position in the
Portuguese insurance market.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY - (2/3) - Situation and Challenge

































The key objectives of the project are:
• Develop a matrix that combines the insurance packages, the coverages, range of prices and to whom to
offer;
• Design the communication strategy for this product;
• Find potential ways of adding value to the product, in order to reach a real differentiation in the market;
• Suggest how can this analysis canbe useful, that is, if it can, in fact, be implemented– next steps.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY - (3/3) - Results
The scope of our project is to develop, price and communicate a new product that acts like na insurance package.
Final	Matrix Extra	Services Communication	Strategy
• A final matrix was developed,
with different products according
to different age ranges and the
respective prices
• A set of extra services were added
to the different packages, such as
the mobile app, Gestor+ and
solidarity initiatives
• The traditional approach is the
one recommended during the
early stages after launching the
product. However, a direct
channel strategy should be
developed due to the increase in
























1. SITUATION – EXTERNAL ANALYSIS: INSURANCEMARKET1
The insurance market is currently facing some challenges, due to changes of the buying patterns of insurance clients, and the response
insurance companies have been giving over the years. This led to a small and highly concentrated market, with the different players being
focused on its ownprofitability, sidelining customer needs and existing growing opportunities.
There has been a high market concentration in the portuguese insurance market, with striking business evolutions, in the years 2015 and 2016.
Recently, in 2016, it was announced that Tranquilidade (and its subsidiaries , T-Vida and LOGO) was bought by Apollo Global Management, with the acquisition of
Açoreana Seguros.
In 2015, it was announced the acquisition settlement of the group AXA by the group Ageas.
For the insurance customer, there are 3 crucial factos to be considered: 1) The price they pay for each insurance; 2) The quality of the insurance, in terms of
coverages and services granted; 3) Recommendations by friends and family.
In addition to these 3 factors, a feeling of trust is also of the outmost importance or the insurance client.
It has been increasingly diff icutl to keep a competitive price, with very little margins. This becomes even harder in a stagnant market. Many insurance companies
wentwith a low price strategy and are now facing serious capital and prof it problems. Of course, the price factor is a consequence of the behavioral evolution of the
insurance client.
Time to market is considered to be fundamental: the insurance industry in on the verge of a digital transformation, with fintechs and insuretechs presenting
revolutionary business models. Therefore, the big question that haunts all the different Players is – “Whowill be the first to take the next step?”
In the insurance sector, the size of the company becomes crucial for its long-term sustainability. The insurance companies positioned in the Top4 are profiting more
and the small companies are experiencing bigger losses. In fact, the Top5 represent 50% of the total market for the last 5 years and it is expected this number to be
even highers in the following years. Part of this Top5 list are Fidelidade, Tranquilidade, Ageas and Allianz.
1We defined the productmarket as life and non-life insurance (as car insurance, house insurance, etc). While other institutions, besides Insurance companies, offer many of these services – banks - , we will treat th em as substitues, as well as the
other players which sell similar products as “Health plans” that are comunicated to the consumer as similar to an insurance product . Since insurance products are normally sold bybrokers, who are supposed tomaintain a relationship with the






Telematics based services: could be environmental friendly, once it could advise the driver about how to reduce their carbon footprints by driving differently.
Nowadays, there has been a growing disclosure of information and consequent perception of the necessity of prevention and protection by the consumer.
However, the price still has a substantial inf luence. Only 1/3 of the consumers know, henceforth, in which insurance company they will buy the products they
need. Employees in the public sector have access to ADSE. According to a study conducted by Tranquilidade, 42% of consumers would preferentially choose ADSE,
32% Health Insurances and 26% didn´t know. This preference is due to the g reater discounts and cost reductions it gives toits beneficia ries. However, there is still
a significant part of the population that chooses Health insurance (which is more representa tive in high income families). Also, the adherence to life Insurances
has diminished since 2008.
Technological
1. SITUATION – EXTERNAL ANALYSIS: INSURANCEMARKET
The price factor is, currently, one of the most important factors for the insurance consumer, who classifies the product as being
mandatory and very complex. Still, the introduction of new technologies in the sector allowed a better relationship to be developed




584 thousand people have left their insurance company over the last year, representing 8.5% of the portuguese population over 15 years old with, at least, one
insurance. Despite 89% having said they didn´t abandone their insurance company in the last year, 44% the ones that did so did it for price related reasons.
Overall, there is tendency for the price to be the decisive factor for deciding to leave their current insurance company.
Environmental
Price and value comparison webs ites allow customers to find Insurances very quickly by aggregating policies from multiple insurers and listing them based on
quoted price or value, factors that determine how well policies could meet costumers its needs.
Tablets and smartphones also allow them to do some research, buy and manage general insurance online, which strenghtens the rela tionship between costumer
and company.
Consumers are	obliged to:	1)	have a	life insurance to	serve	as	a	guarantee for	their mortgage loan;	2)	third party coverage for	the auto	insurance and 3)	coverage
against fire for	the housing insurance
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There are many sellers in the market, which contributes to the price decrease (at least one is dissatisfied and will lower the price to improve its market position);
Products are undifferentiated/buyers have low switching costs – and firms believe that price reductions will generate substantial inceases in market share; There is
high industry price elasticity of demand, then price cutting does not harm the industry nearly as much as when consumers have inelastic demand; Fierce competition
due to the entrance of new players in the market– Banks and Supermarkets (ex.: Continente); Mergers in the industry-Even though it is becoming a highly
concentrated industry, there are still a considerable number of players, with low levels of product differentitation which leads to requent price wars between them.
Low and stable Threat of barriers to	Entry
High and Increasingly Industry Rivarly
Medium but increasing Threat ofSubstitutes
High and increasing Buyer Bargaining Power
Consumers highly value reputation – must	invest heavily to	establish a	strong reputation and brand awareness.	Requires a	high capital	(however today it is
increasingly easier to	acquire capital	for	start-ups,	 as	for	example the start-up Oscar of health insurance,	 in	New	York,	has approximately 1000	million euros	 from
investors);	Low product differentiation;	 easy access to	distribution (only provide high commissions);	Price	wars
High availability of close substitutes and complements (banks –and supermarkets (eg.: Continente, which sell Planos de Saúde); Price value characteristics of
substitues – banks offer benefits in consumer’s loans by offering lower interests for their loans Planos de saude are cheaper.
High bargaining power as they can switch between insurances and sell to the consumer the products from the insurances which give them the higher
contributions. However, they can also be complementors when they are devoted to the brand and loyal to the company. In this case, they will enhace the sales
and the brand image.
Low switching costs – High price sesitivity (consumers have the possibility of choosing the cheapest Offer); High bargaining power – Wide number of choice
possibilities , with low differentiation between them. Therefore, consumers can chose what they want, when they want, which obliges companies to lower their
prices.
High and Increasing Bargaining Power Suppliers
1. SITUATION – EXTERNAL ANALYSIS: INSURANCEMARKET
The rise in the number of players in the insurance industry, as well as the emergence of substitute products, has led to a decrease in
the degree of differenciation of the products and a constant price war between them. Nevertheless, there are a considerable
number of opportunities to reach higher levels of profitability for the player able to position itself and outperform its rivals through a
differentiation strategy .
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1. SITUATION – EXTERNALMARKET: CURRENTMARKET OFFER
The branches Não Vida,more dependent on developments in economic activity and the labor market, had a positive evolution (the level of
production of direct insurance and results) in the years 2015 and 2016. Already the branch Life noted a strong reduction of production of







The sub-branches of work accidents, illness and accidents beds were those that stood
out in 2015.
However, in non-life the fundamental pillars of growth observed in 2016 were the
methods of work accidents, illness and car.
This growth is mainly based on the increase in the wage bill of the economy, reducing
unemployment and expected worsening of accidents at work.
Already the branch Life, who survives to the base to capture savings (PPR and
financial products), as well as in raising awareness of the risk of life, and the
obligation of hiring an insurance risk life as collateral in credit housing, has been
declining since 2015.
The main reasons that are at the origin of this decrease are:
1. Whether adverse economic environment and financial introduced since 2011







Due to the soaring tendency observed for Mobility, it creates market for new types of insurance, since those who sell services in online marketplaces (like Airbnb and
Uber) could need liability cover for buyers. Service-users might also like to be covered in case of negligence (rather than having to go through possibly expense and





Social brokers are a new type of online intermedia ry. Through social media , it is possible to identify customer segments with poorly-served insurance needs (e.g:
people with heart conditions who need travel insurance) by what they say on social media (e.g: “likes”) and other online behaviour. Then, it groups customers with
similar needs and negotiates insurance on behalf of groups
It allows a flow of data from connected costumers´devices to insurers who use this data for risk assessment and pricing.
Through social media, insurance costumers can constitute online networks, where they share risk and aim to have a price reduction.
In the long-term, self-driving ca rs could shrink the motor insurance market by reducing accidents and therefore premiums. However, in the short-term, the
introduction of self-driving cars and increasing complexity associated with them can be an opportunity for certain insurers
Peer-to-peer insurance
Consumers have interacted less with insurers than with any other industry. Actually, the costumer experience with insurers tends to be threaten than others. The
Internet of Things and the new technologies could be an opportunity and help to create a stronger costumer re lationship and to improve the rentability, due to a
distribution costs´reduction and an improve on efficient processes.
1. SITUATION – EXTERNAL ANALYSIS: INDUSTRY TRENDS
The recent appearance of Insuretechs in the industry has being introduced innovative activities, players and products in the sector,
which have been changing the realtionship between consumers and players and the way people perceive the insurance industry
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§ Tranquilidade, alongside with Açoreana and LOGO is one of the Top5 insurance
companies in Portugal.
§ Founded in 1871, the company is currently in a transformation phase with its
strategy “Ambição 2020” which aims to create a stronger and healthier player in
the market, to grow in terms o volume and profitability – to be a reference in the
market, with high returns for the shareholders and better support for its
partners/customers.
§ The merger between Tranquilidade and Açoreana, in 2016, was very importante
to strengthen the position of both companies in the market, creating a relevant
player in the market. The focus of the company is now focused on the Customer,
innovation and digital processing.
§ As one of the oldest insurance companies in Portugal, it gathers 3 characteristics
1. Technical Knowledge
2. Distribution Proximity
3. Capacity of handling processes
Grupo	Apollo
1. SITUATION – INTERNAL ANALYSIS






1. Strong and diversified HR team, including interns and
university projects. International team. (Integração de




2. Organizational culture (diversified, Project “Ambição
2020”)
3. Accumulated knowledge and experience (Açoreana,
LOGO)
• Integration of new companies and good cultural management
(LOGO, Açoreana)




1. SITUATION – INTERNAL ANALYSIS
Despite being part of the Top5 insurance companies in Portugal, Tranquilidade still doesn´t benefit from a healthy sustainable
competitive advantage, to distinguish itself in the market. Nevertheless, it is currently gathering the necessary conditions to create
and deliver more value to customers than its direct competitors. – through the accumulated knowledge acquired with recent
mergers, reformulating the company´s culture and its future strategic plan.
A firm’s profitability depends jointly on the economics of
its market and its success in creating more value than its
competitors. The amount of value the firm creates
compared to competitors depends on its cost and
benefits position relative to competitors. Tranquilidade
does not pursue yet from a competitive advantage (none
of its resources are VRINNO), however, it is gathering its
capabilities to maximize its resources in order to
outperform in the market (Projeto Ambição 2020).
Framework for competitive advantage
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Resources V R I N N O
Strong and diversifiedHR	team,	including interns and
university projects
x x x x x x Competitive Advantage
Integrationof new companies (LOGO,	Açoreana)	
(Competence)
x x X Temporary Competitive Advantage
Cultural	Management	(Competence) x x X Temporary Competitive Advantage
Brand	name reputation (SpecializedAsset)	 x x X Temporary Competitive Advantage
Organizational culture x x x x X x Competitive Advantage
Accumulated knowledge and experience x x x x x x Competitive Advantage
Despite being one of the Top5 insurance companies in Portugal, the company didn´t have a competitive advantage that could
differentiate the company from its rivals. Nevertheless, throughout 2016, it has been accumulating resouces and capabilities to
develop a sustainable competitive advantage. This effort to differentitate and create more value is manifested in the project “Ambição
2020”
1. SITUATION – INTERNAL ANALYSIS
Tranquilidade has to maximize its resources and make them sustainable if a long-term competitive advantage is to be obtained. At
the moment, as it was mentioned, the company is gathering its resources and making them “VRINNO”, so that a sustainable long-










1. SITUATION – INTERNAL ANALYSIS – Project “Ambição 2020”
Strategy Ambição 2020: to create a stronger and healthier player, raising in both volume and sustainability – a reference for the











2. COMPLICATION – MARKET EVOLUTION
The insurance market in Portugal is undergoing a negative tendency. Most of the companies have lowered their prices, facing a constant
price war to keep its Top Line, instead of differentiating themselves with products with higher quality. This is a cycle that reflects the
current preferences of the consumer (price sensitivity).
Insurance are lowering their
prices to keep its Top Line
The consumer is now more informed and cautious,
and sees insurance products as something
mandatory. There is a tendency to give more
importance to the price instead of the quality o the
product.
… which consequently lowers the
quality of its products
… struggling to keep its
capital and profitability
… leads to market consolidation
Source:	APS,	Panorama	do	Mercado	Segurador	2015/2016,	Junho	2016
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2. COMPLICATION – COMPETITORS’ STRATEGYAND RESPONSETO THEMARKET EVOLUTION (1/2)
The recent evolution of the insurance market forced the diferent players to implement differentiation strategies for their products and
services
“A Nova Fidelidade de Sempre” is the new positioning of Fidelidade,which reflects the technological transformation that is happening in the insurance sector. The
folloing apps were developed: 1) ;APP Fidelidade Assistance: to make the auto, medical or travel assistance more accessible; APP Fidelidade: Customer can
manage better their relationship with the company, regardless of where they are; Telemática: allows customers to rate their driving , with the goal of improving




Ageas Group launched a mobile pp for both Ipone and Android called “Mundo Seguros Ageas”. It can easily identify partners , track them, and give them discounts
through online platorms. For Ageas customers there is also a digital card that grants discounts and gives the customers the possibilty o receiving notifications with
the latest news in Ageas. They can also list their favourite partners, write comments and rate them. The app is linked to the Facebook account for more
customization. In addition, there is a GPS hauling servisse and rewards for yound customers (e.g. if you´re under 25 years old and you don`t have na accident in the
last 2 years, they give you back the extra premium you would pay due to the increase in age)
Ageas
Aliianz
The Allianz App	was recently launched,	 providing customers with permanent on the road assistance,	workshop	tracking,	seful Allianz contacts and information of
the Insurances.
Created a diferente segmentation and Communication for its home insurance, according with the lifestage of the family. Also, the App Liberty, recently launched,
allows customers to see their insurance coverages, payment status, send pictures in case of a car accident, 24h assistance and benefit from Club Liberty.
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2. COMPLICATION – COMPETITORS’ STRATEGYAND RESPONSETO THEMARKET EVOLUTION (2/2)
Lusitania Plano	E+	was not very successful.	It gave the possibility to	its customers to	add several Insurances,	according to	their needs.	
The payment can	be anual,	semianual,	quaterlyor monthly,	without extra	costs associatedwith it.	There are	discounts associatedwith
the loyalty period of the customer.	Lusitania alsohas na	app	LusitaniaHelpU.
Lusitania
OK! Teleseguros is a mobile app, similar to Fidelidade Assistance, to simplify and improve the customer´s experience. This app allows
them to do insurance simulations, ask for assitance, check/change current Insurances, take pictures of the car accidents and send them
to the company without the need of filling in friendly statements. App Ok! Drive You aims at promoting a safer and more conscient
driving behavior,by anayzing the driver´s behavioral patterns, in real time.
Aliianz
The Allianz App was recently launched, providing customerswith permanent on the road assistance, workshop tracking, seful Allianz contacts and
information of the Insurances.
Ok!	Teleseguros













3. QUESTION – PROJECT
With the objective of better meeting customers needs, Tranquilidade has developed a strategic plan with a differentiation strategy – the
development and selling of a multiproduct package, which will differentiate from the remaining products for its advantages and the
added value that it would deliver for both the customer and the company
“We want to transform Insurances in something that brings value to customers instead of being seen only as a commodity: “I pay x
per month and I just don´t care about it”. There is a great potential for Tranquilidade to tackle new opportunities and we are more







After the confirmation of the existing opportunities in	the portuguese	insurance industry,	 the goal of this project is to	develop several
multiproduct packages,	along with a	Pricing,	Communication	and distribution strategy,	for	differentmarket segments.








3. QUESTION – FINAL OUTPUT
The output of the project is a Matrix that will contemplate diferente offers with its respective prices. Because i tis a new product in the
market, there is also the need for developing a Communication and distribution strategyor the products.
Canal Communication
• What are	the customer segments that will bemost recetivos	these insurance packages?
• What products itmakes sense to	include (Health /	Life /	Auto	/	Home /	other)?
• What should be the composition of supply and pricing for	each package,	aimedat a	particular	segment?	
• (This output	 should be based on the previous points,	as	well as	the accident rate	for	each product,	 the profitabilityof each segment
and the competitiveness of tranquillity in	the national market)that sales	channels it makes sense to	use?	
• Traditional or straight?How should be made the communication of the packs?	
• What is the message to	pass?	Whatmeans preferential for	the target	set	and given a	budget	of communication limited?
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The goal with this new concept of produtc is to create more value to
consumers than its competitors by offering a product that has higher
quality, performance and service than competitors (solving a need that
is not satisfied yet).
This will allow Tranquilidade to set the same prices as its competitors
and sell more than what they do, or to charge a premium price and
achieve higher price-costmargins than what others can.
In this case, the Benefit Leadershipwould be achieved by:
• The characteristics of the product (its concept and features which
match real needs, quality and performance)
• Service and its characteristics (complementary products, assistance
and support)
• The subjectivity image of the product: psychological rewards that
the consumer receives from purchasing and owning the product)
3. QUESTION – FINAL OUTPUT
This product is alligned with the strategy Ambição 2020, which is being implemented in its organizational culture, allowing them to
position themselves above its competitiors through a diferentiation strategy (Benefit Leaderhip).




Subjective characteristics that appeal to
costumer´s image, status, identity and desire for
exclusivity. Including the costumer f eeling that









With the new packages we aim to achieve
total customer responsiveness, once the
packages embrace not just the product
(insurances´s packages) but the whole





















Final	Matrix – Product and Price	D.1
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• Contextualization of the Problem (Internal and External Analysis –
Company, Market, Competitors)– Preliminary QualitativeSurvey
• Identification and Analysis of Players (domestic and international)
that already offer the product
§ Avaliação das práticas existentes no mercado de seguros e outras
indústrias (Telecomunicações) - Benchmark
§ Analysis of the existing segments in the market
§ Analysis of Pricing variables by channel
§ Analysis of segmentation variables by channel
§ Formulation and lauching of the questionnaire
§ Data Gathering and analysis (Agents and Consumers’ Behaviors),
Interviews and Focus Group
§ Identification and characterization of Segments and their lifestyle
§ Analysis of preferable products and benefits according to the
different segments and lifestyle
§ Pros and Cons of the different Distribution Channels
§ Current Communication Strategy; Benchmark of communication
messages and strategiesnaonal and world wide.
§ Imprevistos
§ Define which segment of clientes to sell the products to
§ Define which products to each segment
§ Deine pricing strategy for each segment
§ Define Communication and distribution strategy
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The Methodology used for the project is divided in 3 different steps: an initial diagnosis, followed by data and behavioral analysis and,
then, definition of recommendations.
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Presented below is the commercial output. Communicating the matrix like this, age range with minimum price for the package,
allows the matrix to be used as a guideline for insurance agents. The options presented below represents a set of filtered options
that aremore costly, when compared to the Silver Solution, but offer higher protective measures and ease of mind as well.
4. ANSWER – FINAL OUTPUT - Gold
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Presenting now the Silver Solution, which are the the less costly options the group was able to find, that respect the conditions of
being both useful and withinpossible combinations in Tranquilidade’s current offers.






1. During the 2 weeks in which we conducted the survey, we
were able to collect a total of 882 responses. Of these 882,
only 681 said that they were responsible to buy Insurances.
That is, 201 said that they had never bought Insurances. Since
the purpose of the survey was only aimed to people who buy
Insurances, we eliminated these respondes. Finally, of the 681
responses, 149 had a wrong zip code. Therefore, because we
couldn´t determine the region they currently live in, we didn´t
consider in our analysis. This makes a total of 532 valid
responses, which were carefully examined.
2. The responses were collected from 5 different regions,
based on the assumption that their needs and behavior could
differ: Lisbon (Centre and Outskirts), Porto, Viseu, Alentejo.
The Final Matrix is the output that was developed througha group of different steps. The main one is the survey that it was conducted,
over the period of 2 weeks, to obtain the variables that were needed to understand in order to create the multiproduct packages, its
respective price and respective channel of Distribution and Communication.
4. ANSWER – Survey – ExploratoryData (1/4)
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One of the main goals of the survey was to understand the needs of the consumer. Therefore, the respondentes were asked to select the
insurances they would have included in the packages. They were presented with the following list: Auto, Housing, Health, Life, Personal
Accidents, Accidents at Work, Travel, Liability and Mobile/Computer. As shown, in the table above, the Insurances that were selectedmore
often wereAuto, Housing, Health and Life.
These general results were helpful to get
some insights about which insurances to
include in the multiproduct packages but we
wanted to have a different offer for each age
group so we filtered the choices by age
group and we found out that the choice of
insurance didn´t change.
Age Group Auto Housing Health Life Personal Accident Liability Accident at Work
[18,25] 21 9 17 5 8 3 8
[26,35] 120 101 117 60 33 32 25
[36,45] 176 158 134 99 47 55 33
[46,55] 73 70 51 45 21 13 17
55+ 66 60 37 20 14 10 7
Total Geral 456 398 356 229 123 113 90
Auto Housing Health Life Personal Accident Accident at Work
456 398 356 229 123 90
The Final Matrix is the output that was developed througha group of different steps. The main one is the survey that it was conducted,
over the period of 2 weeks, to obtain the variables that were needed to understand in order to create the multiproduct packages, its
respective price and respective channel of Distribution and Communication.
4. ANSWER – Survey – ExploratoryData (2/4)
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Not only were we interested in finding what type of Insurances to include in the mutiproduct packages but also what type of insurance
coverages to include in each one. Therefore, respondents were asked in the survey which type of coverages they wanted for each insurance.
• Auto: For every age group, the majorityof the respondents went for “third party” insteadof going with “all risks”.
• Housing: For every age group, the majorityof the respondents chose the option “Building+Household”.
• Health: The majority of the respondents said they wanted the option “Prestígio” .
• Life: We noticed that the biggest concern of people that chose to have a life insurance was the risk o “Death” and “Disability”; “Serious
Illness”was not significant.
Auto Housing Health Life
Age	Group Third	Parties All	Risks Building Household Building	+	Household Essencial Valor Prestígio Death Serious	Illness Disability
[18,25] 62% 38% 0% 0% 100% 25% 13% 63% 75% 0% 25%
[26,35] 59% 41% 30% 12% 58% 18% 21% 61% 49% 15% 37%
[36,45] 60% 40% 35% 14% 51% 19% 24% 57% 48% 13% 39%
[46,55] 56% 44% 20% 26% 54% 28% 12% 60% 46% 21% 33%
55+ 68% 32% 14% 26% 60% 44% 8% 48% 47% 13% 40%
4. ANSWER – Survey – ExploratoryData (3/4)
The Final Matrix is the output that was developed througha group of different steps. The main one is the survey that it was conducted,
over the period of 2 weeks, to obtain the variables that were needed to understand in order to create the multiproduct packages, its
respective price and respective channel of Distribution and Communication.
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Age	Group [18,25] [26,35] [36,45] [46,55] 55+
Marital	 Status
Married 1% 27% 41% 16% 16%
Divorced 2% 8% 40% 35% 15%
Single 20% 41% 30% 8% 0%
Widow 0% 0% 7% 21% 71%
Region
Alentejo 4% 33% 33% 17% 13%
Lisbon	(centre) 5% 27% 46% 15% 8%
Lisbon	(Outskirts) 2% 25% 29% 20% 24%
Porto 9% 28% 41% 11% 11%
Viseu 2% 28% 22% 24% 24%
Income
<	500€ 33% 33% 33% 0% 0%
[500€,	1000€[ 11% 26% 38% 12% 14%
[1000€,	2000€[ 5% 29% 41% 12% 14%
[2000€,	3000€[ 1% 32% 46% 8% 13%
[3000€,	5000€[ 4% 16% 37% 31% 12%
5000€ ou	+	5000€ 0% 35% 16% 39% 10%
Gender
Male 81% 84% 81% 53% 39%
Female 19% 16% 19% 47% 61%
The distribution of our sample is shown in the table on the left.
We used the group age as the major driver. However, we also
crossed it with other variables, such as marital status, region,
Income and Gender. This is very important for the
Communication strategy.
• Age Group: As we can see, the majority of our respondents
is concentrated in the age ranges between [26,35] and
[36,45].
• Marital Status:Most of our sample is constituted by married
people.
• Region: Despite considering 5 diferente regions, we focused
more in Lisbon (Centre and outside) and Porto.
• Income: A significant part of the sample has a monthly
income [1000;3000]
• Gender: Most of our respondentd (almost 70%) is female.
4. ANSWER – Survey – ExploratoryData (4/4)
The Final Matrix is the output that was developed througha group of different steps. The main one is the survey that it was conducted,
over the period of 2 weeks, to obtain the variables that were needed to understand in order to create the multiproduct packages, its




For Auto & Home themethodology is quite similar with the difference of
the options there are available for each one of them. The main id ea is to
match the coverage options of Auto & Home that each person chose in
the questionnaire and the price with the closest option available within
Tranquilidade’s currently set of options.
As the coverage options from the questionnaire don’t match the
ones offered by Tranquilidade, it was necessary a different
methodology. For Life & Health there was the need to match the age
range of Tranquilidade’s commercial tables with the age range being
used in the analysis. It was allocated then each coverage option to
each age range having into account the options available on
Tranquilidade’s set of current options.
A	further	and	detailed	analysis	will	now	be	presented	for	Auto	and	Health	insurance.	The	methodology	for	Home	and	Life	is	the same	as	the	on	presented	for	Auto	and	Health,	
respectively.	
4. ANSWER – Survey - How to find the different options
In order to understand how the group reached the different options the methodologies need to be explained. There was the need to
use two different methodologies for 1) Home & Auto and 2) Life and Health. The reason for this is that for 2) there are fixed price that
depend only on the person’s age hence each person was allocated into a specific option based on his/her age. For 1), this methodology
does not hold because there aremore factors influencing the price beyond age (e.g type of car; zip code; etc..)
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Methodology used for reaching the range of the average price per age
group in Auto
First and foremost, it was created a sort of mask that filtered for each
age agroup and the package each person has choosen, the price each
individual pays for its auto insurance.
Picturing the following case presented at table 1 where it is a set of
individuals and the coverage option that each one of them answered
along with the price.
At Tranquilidade’s database it was extracted, for each age group the
amount of insurance policies and total premium each auto coverage
option has, with a rolling window of one year, - fromMay 2016 to May
2017. Notice that this are only new daily produced policies and not the
total.
The group has reached a premium per insurance policy for each
coverage option (this was done for every age group) using
Tranquilidade’s database. This premium works as a reference so that it
is possible to allocate a coverage option to each individual and
afterwards understand what are the most wanted coverage options
per age segment.
In order to reach the average price per coverage option, the interval of
the 80% from Tranquilidade’s dataset – reason being to remove
outliers and make sure the table is communicated for 8 out of 10
people - has been used and theminimum and themaximum represent
that interval.
Table XXX
Considering the table 1 one can now see the coverage option that is being given to each person.
Based on the price an individual pays there is an allocation of the coverage option that
Tranquilidade’s is ready to offer. To further understand we can see that the individual that is paying
230€ per year for is coverage option is being allocated to the ‘Essencial’ option. Doing this process to
everyone, one is able to reach the most important coverage options hence the ones that will figure
in the final table.
In order to reach the average price per coverage option, the interval of the 80% from Tranquilidade’s
dataset has been used, and theminimum and the maximum from this 80% of people, represent the
minimum and maximum from the coverage option. After having all the coverage options listed and
allocated to each person one must understand how will they be filtered for the final matrix. It was
decided that if they represented a value bigger than 30%within its own segment (see table YYY)than
they would be at the preliminary matrix.
Age Group Auto + Home Against Third Parties Against All Risks
[26,35] 1 1 0 Against Third Parties 230 Essencial - Against Third Parties
[26,35] 1 0 1 Against All Risks 500 Valor - Against All Risks
[26,35] 1 0 1 Against All Risks 500 Valor - Against All Risks
[26,35] 1 0 1 Against All Risks 480 Valor - Against All Risks
[26,35] 1 0 1 Against All Risks 400 Valor - Against All Risks
[26,35] 1 1 0 Against Third Parties 180 Light -Against Third Parties
[26,35] 1 1 0 Against Third Parties 180 Light - Against Third Parties
Auto  + Home
Table	1
Table	1.1
In order to have the price interval for the intersection between the coverage option and the age group, it was used the questionnaire
to understand what coverage options people have choosen (one out of two – against third parties and against all risks– and a match
was make between 80% of those choices and Tranquilidade’s.
4. ANSWER – Survey - Auto Coverage option in detail (1/1)
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Based on Tranquilidade’s Health table (see appendix) – which has a
price fixed for an age range, we can derive the minimum and
maximum price that a segment pays, as well as the coverage option
the person has.
The age groups are different from Tranquilidade’s price table and the
ones being presented at the final table. In order to correct for this, it
was performed an analysis to know the amount of individual policies
in each of the ranges. As the objective is to understand how much is
the contribution of the smaller ranges in Tranquilidade’s table to the
ones being considered in the final matrix, one must understand how
they contribute to this. To do so, it was considered the amount of last
year’s new insurance policies for each one of this ranges. After this,
there is a need to undetrstand how much is the contribution of the
price that correspondes to each small range, to the big one – the one
present at the final matrix. E.g: Consider 100 people from 26-35. If
there is 40 between (1) 26-30 and60 between (2) 31-35, the price that
will be used as reference for this segment will be the price of the
coverage option at Tranquilidade’s table for (1) times 0.4 plus (2) times
0.6.
For each package and age group, it was calculated the average price
that 80% of the indiviuals pay for their Health insurance. With this,
there was a match with the option described previously, with the
respective coefficients.
To find the final range for each coverage option in the package, it was
considered the prices that Tranquilidade has on the market, based
pricing table, covering all the ages considered.
Source:	Questionário	Cliente	,+	Tranquilo,		Consulting Lab,	2017
Presenting now a walk through the methodology for a specific case. Considering the package “Home +
Auto + Health” and the age segment 46-55 years old, the average of 80% of what the inviduals inside this
category pay is 563€. We can now verify on the table 2, the coverage options that this person budget
allows him/her to access. In this case, presented specificaly, there is a discount on the cross sell that
allows the consumer to have the coverage option presented.
Having the coverage option defined – in this case Essencial + Ambulatório – one just needs to verify the
price interval for this option at Tranquilidade (appendice XXX). Assuming the segment 46-55, the
minimum corresponds to the price of 46-50 and the maximum to 51-55, for the respective coverage
option.
80% do range
Auto + Hab + Saúde 46-55 563,00 € Essencial + Ambulatorio
Saude
Essencial Essencial + Ambulatorio Valor Valor + Estomatologia Prestigio Saude Extra Care
[18,25] 76 € 210 € 600 € 711 € 1 269 € 82 €
[26,35] 81 € 256 € 542 € 678 € 1 279 € 116 €
[36,45] 159 € 467 € 663 € 837 € 1 598 € 189 €
[46,55] 203 € 627 € 1 118 € 1 251 € 2 230 € 317 €
55+ PREÇO IGUAL PARA TODOS - SAUDE SENIOR
Table	2
Table	2.1
Presenting now the coverage health option, where it was necessary to compare the fixed prices from the company – available for
sale – with the ones that people from the questionnaire said they have. With this methodology, it was possible to assign a coverage
option to each segment for each package. In this way, later on, it was possible to have a price for them.
4. ANSWER – Survey - Health Coverage option in detail(1/1)
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It was reached the Auto, Health, Home and Life insurance tables with the minimum and maximum price for each covarage option. (Both
Life and Home have the same structure with the respective methodology as Health and Car, respectively).
These tables are the stepping stone for our final matrix. From them, it was combined all the coverage options for the product being
analysed.
The group has combined all the intersection of age group (lines) with package (columns) in each product (Auto, Home, Life and Health)
with the other products. E.g: If there is two coverage option in Auto (Essencial & Valor) and one in Health (Ambulatório), these will be
combined into two different packages that are:
1. Essencial + Ambulatório
2. Valor + Ambulatório
Pricing
For (1) and (2), the price interval was calculated suming the contribution of the different coverage options (sum of the minimus and sum
of the maximums).
• In the case presented before, the price range for (1) would be the minimum of Essencial + the minimum of Ambulatório, which
were presented before.
All these combinations leadus to the preliminarymatrix (see appendix).
One of the fundamental steps in order to reach the final matrix is to get the individual matrix for each product (Home; Auto; Health
and Life) where one has the coverage options that were decided from the previous analysis as well as the prince range for each.
4. ANSWER – The price intervals for each age segment and package
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Table XXX
As explained before, the preliminary matrix (on the
left only a part of the matrix, to see the entire go to
appendix, has all the combinations that were
considered relevant in the analysis of the
questionnaire.
There is now the need to select this options to present
in the final matrix. To start with, this matrix was
divided in two (the Gold and the Silver solutions). The
reason for this division is the different needs that
consumers might have. While creating a package, one
can not cover all the needs, of course. But this
solutions allows to cover the Safety Driven people
(with the Gold) and the Price Driven people (Silver)
To select those, the group checked the ones that have
more importance to the clients in Tranquilidade, using
their Database, in the cases where it is needed (more
than two options).










384 € 540 €
Valor+Essencial + 
Ambulatorio+VALOR
MAIS- Imóvel + recheio





791 € 896 €
al+Essencial + 
Ambulatorio
341 € 458 €
Essencial+Essencial + 
Ambulatorio+VALOR








833 € 972 €
Light+Essencial + 
Ambulatorio












789 € 928 €
Combining the four of them it is possible to achieve the preliminary matrix presented here. It is a representation of all the possible
combinations – filtered according to our questionnaire preferences and the database as well – that is ready to be the base for the
final one.
4. ANSWER – Preliminary Matrix
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One can see now the Gold Solution before being ready for communication. In commercial terms, this structure is not so interesting
when compared to the one presented in the final matrix. Reason being that this is only a description for an age segment and the
package itself, but does not allow the company to communicate the prices, which is one of the main drivers for people to buy
insurance.
4. ANSWER – Survey - Final Matrix - Before being ready for communication
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The Silver solution, also not ready for communication. From this, one just needs to figure out the correct price intervals to present to
consumers.
4. ANSWER – Survey - Final Matrix - Before being ready for communication
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Qualitative method
It helps identifying the problem and
better the approach to be used to
solve it afterwards;
It intends to isolate variables and
key relations for future analysis and
quantitative studies;
All the information used in the
construction of the qualitative
questionnaire was based on two
diferente sources: internal
information of the company, as well
as online information;
To achieve a broader vision about the
insurance reality in Portugal – know-how,
insights, as well as the attractiveness of “+
Tranquilo”
The information to be found was defined
throughout the process, that is, depending
on the interviewees’ answer, the
interviewer controled the direction of the
conversation. The process is flexible and not
structured. The sample is, by definition,
small and non-representative, being a
qualitative analysis.
Hypothesis to be tested further







To be able to build the Survey, initial steps were needed. Hence, and in order to assess how the portuguese market would react to
the implementationof“+ Tranquilo”, a qualitative analysis was conducted, from which some hypothesis were retreived.
4. ANSWER – Point of Situation – Qualitative analysis (1/10)
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Qualitative questionnaire
• Sample: Individuals with insurance;
• Process: Individuals were interviewed in
person;
• Sample size: 43 individuals, aged between
28 and 92 years.
Sample
Interviewing Method:	 individuals




were selected Elementos da
amostra foram seleccionados de














43 individuals were interviewed during the qualitative questionnaire, using two different methods, O estudo é constituída por 43
indivíduos, com entrevistas de conveniência e por julgamento.










Fidelidade Tranquilidade LOGO Fidelidade Tranquilidade Ocidental Tranquilidade Ageas Montepio Médis Multicare Advance	Care
Auto Home Life Health
Major	Insurers	per	type	of	insurance
• For both Auto and Home Insurance, Fidelidade was the company that exhibited a higher choice rating, followed, in both cases, by
Tranquilidade;
• In what concerns Life Insurance, Tranquilidade is the leading company, acording to our questionnaire;
• Last but not least,Médis is the company that stands out in the Health insurance sector.
4. ANSWER – Point of Situation – Qualitative analysis (3/10)
In order to understand better how disperse is the insurance market in Portugal, it was asked to the interviewees their insurance
company per type of insurance.
43
• Price/coverage relationship proved to be the criteria with the
largest impact when deciding among insurers. Customers
value the existence of promotions and discounts on the
product to be purchased.
• Secondly, but not least important, recommnedations from
friends and family are also an important criteria for potential
customers.
• Sample’s rate of satisfaction with current insurance company
is 7,2 out of 10.
Hypothesis
• The research channel most used by individuals when
searching about insurers was the internet, namely the
insurers’ websites.
• The online communication of “+ Tranquilo” might generate a





























Channels used to	research	about insurers
The most important criteria when chosing an insurance company is based on the relationship between price and coverage, being the
internet the main channel used when researching about these insurers.
4. ANSWER – Point of Situation – Qualitative analysis (4/10)
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• Auto, Home, Health and Life insurance are the
respondants’ most chosen insurance products.
• The main reasons that justify the need for purchasing
those products are: 1. for the cliente’s own safety and
prevention; and 2. the mandatory traits of some
products (Auto insurance and home insurance in the
presence of a loan) as well as advantages in terms of
price and coverage.
• When purchasing a non-mandatory insurance,
recommendations from friends and family proved to be





















As expected, Auto, Home, Health and Life Insurance are the four major types of insurance held by the interviewees, with the
ultimate goal of safety/prevention. Nevertheless, it is important to highlight that almost a quarter of the sample holds worker’s
compensation insurance.
4. ANSWER – Point of Situation – Qualitative analysis (5/10)
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• 74% of the respondants with children have Home
insurance;
• 69% of the respondants with kids have Health
insurance;
• Roughly 46% of the interviewees who have
children have Life insurance;
• The average number of insurance products held
by individuals with children is 2,88.
• 14% of the respondants without kids have Home
insurance
• 29% of the respondants without children have Health
insurance;
• 29% of the respondants without children have Life
insurance;
• The average number of insurance products held by
individuals with children is 1,43.
Note: On average, individuals with children buy more 1,4 insurance products
than childless individuals (being these, mainly, Home, Health and Life);
Interviewees with children Interviewees without children
There is a clear difference in the amount and type of insurance that respondants with children hold, when compared to childless
interviewees.
.
4. ANSWER – Point of Situation – Qualitative analysis (6/10)
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• The customer values the existence of an insurance package product,
such as the “+ Tranquilo”;
• The market exhibits potential for the development of the product;
• The customer values the fact that does not have to change of insurer
to purchase the package, something that turns out to be quite
negativewhen trying to acquire new customers;
• As recommendations from friends and family are important, there is a





• On the one hand, 14% of the respondants prefer the existence of a
pre-defined package developed by the insurer. From these:
• 67% had only mandory insurance, with no intention of
subscribing for more products. For these clientes, the existence
of the Auto+Home package is predictable, which does not justify
the necessity of developing other packages;.
• 33% argued that pre-defined packages make the purchase
process faster andeasier (just like in telecommunications);
• On the other hand, 79% of the interviewees would prefer to customize
themselves the package, which goes line with the need of customers








After introducing the idea of “+ Tranquilo”, the interviewees rated the product at 7,4 out of 10. However, 79% of the sample argued
in favour of designing the product themselves, rather than choosing a pre-definedpackage designedby the Insurance company .
4. ANSWER – Point of Situation – Qualitative analysis (7/10)
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Hypothesis
• For those individuals that hold two or four insurance products, as the
discount applied increases, the interest in subscribing in an insurance
package increases. This influence is more prevalent in individuals with
4 insurance products, which exhibit na average of 68% in growth
throughout the three l evels of discount. These are followed by the
respondants that hold Auto+Health;
• From those that would be interested in “+ Tranquilo” without a
discount (28%), the easiness of the procedures – every policy in the
same insurer (58%) and single payment option (42%) were the two
main advatanges pointed out.
• For those that do not have any interest in purchasing such product, the
fact that they do not trust the same insurer for different products,as
well as the hard and painful work of changing of insurer (specially for
those that hold fewer product s – incentive i s lower) were seen as the







































It is clear the impact that the discount factor has on the evolution of the interest in “+ Tranquilo”. More specifically, individuals with
four different products are the ones that exhibit the highest hype in interest, when the first discount factor is introduced.
4. ANSWER – Point of Situation – Qualitative analysis (8/10)
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• Currently, 42% of the sample holds just two insurance
products, compared to 28% when “+Tranquilo” is offered.
As such, it is evident the role this product has on the
growth of the individuals’ insurance portfolio, namely in
the Auto+Home+Health package. That is, in a certianway,
the sample is more receptive to increase the number of
insurance products to three when “+Tranquilo” idea is
introduced.
• However, it is important to highlight the assumption
behind this comparison. If the interviewee has
Auto+Home and finds the Auto+Home+Health package
attractive for him, then it was assumed that this person
has the financial ability to engage in the purchase of this
extra insurance (in this case, health). This assumption is
crucial for this project, as it completely erases the ideal


















Through the qualitative questionnaire, it was developed na interesting hypothesis to be tested further: the existence of “+ Tranquilo”
might affect positevely the purchasing behaviour of individuals
4. ANSWER – Point of Situation – Qualitative analysis (9/10)
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• Through the questionnaire, it was found that 54% of the
interviewees would not want to benefit from the services
of a broker, when purchasing this new product.
• This actually seems quite surprising, as in Tranquildiade,
almost 90% of customers that buy insurance use an
intermediary, probably because they trust in the broker’s
knowledge about insurance (as it was comproved in our
questionnaire);
• The easiness of purchasing insurance online, as well as
friends and family recommendations, were the main
resons behind this self-taught approach.
• This may be in line with the current tehcnological change
that is happening in the world insurance market
nowadays, which increasingly converges to the extinction
























Why won´t you be interested in	a	broker?
Why will you be interested in	a	broker?
The percentage of individuals that would require the services of a broker to subscribe to this product is slightly inferior to those that
would choose to do it online or by telephone.
4. ANSWER – Point of Situation – Qualitative analysis (10/10)
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Have vs wantCutomer’s first reaction to	the Triple	Play
As this was a open questionnaire, this was a good
oportunity to test the market reaction to this new
complex product. Despite of being catagorized as a
revelant and useful product, the existence of a discount
increased exponentially the interest in it. Also, individuals
prefer to benefit from a larger degree of automony if they
purchase this product, by being able to customize it to
their own needs.
The quantitvative questionnaire helped forming a crucial
hipothesis to be tested further: the possibility of increasing the
cliente’s insurance portfolio, has there is, undoubtedly, a shift on
the number of insurance products per person, when the Triple
Play idea is presented. Last but not least, the broker’s services
were negleted by more than a half of the sample, which is
probably in line with with the increasing degree of autonomy the
customer currently seeks, as well as with the already mentioned
technology trnasformation this sector is being target off.
The effect of the existence of children on the purchasing
behavior of individuals was another pinpoint addressed by the
questionnaire. Based on our sample, individuals with children
tend to exhibit a higher number of insurance products, when
compared to childless individuals.
Influence ofpersonal traits of customers on the buying behaviorDeepen knowledge about the Portuguese	insurance market
The qualitative questionnaire proved be na effective way
of understanding the basic lines of the insurance world.
Specificaly, it helped clarifying what kind of insurance
products portuguese people usually purchase, as well as
the criteria and channels they use when selecting the
insurer; furthermore, it enlightened the need for
insurance in the first place, something crucial to
udnerstand prior to the development of a complex
product such as the Triple Play.
As a conclusion, the qualitative questionnaire was able to provide importante concepts for the group to elaborate on further,
specially about the market receptivity to “+ Tranquilo”.
4. ANSWER – Qualitative analysis - Conclusions
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Method
• Direct observation of purchasing
behaviour of customers, as well
as broker’s attitude on the
selling process.
• Elaboration of small
questionnaire to collect broker’s
opinion of the bundle to be
offered;
• Open questionnaire, with the
intent of having a clear vision of
what “field agentes” might
advise/suggest to the product.
Build a solid base of knowledge, as well as
strenghten the product, for the final
quantitative questionnaire;
Observation process made in two areas:
Lisbon (Amadora, Massamá, Mem Martins,
Rio de Mouro, Cascais, Oeiras, Odivelas,
Bobadela, Portela, Algés, Avenida da
Liberdade, Praça de Londres e Almada) and
Alentejo (Évora, Vidigueira e Beja). The
choice of these areas was based on the
economic and behavioural differences that
both exhibit (interior vs coastline)
Hypothesis to be tested further







Still to be able to build the main Survey, an observation process was conducted. The observation process lasted one week, during
which several exclusive (just serve one brand) and non-exclusive (multi-brand) brokers from Tranquilidade and Açoreana were
visited, with the purpose of registering both the customers adn brokers’ attitude on the selling process.
























The aim of observing and interviewing brokers, as well as the customers’ behavior, was to find interesting and possible hypothesis to
be included in the quantitative questionnaire.
4. ANSWER –Market Observation (2/4)
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• Clients are much more informed about the insurance and
products, as a result of the access to the internet.
• Customers tend to pay closer attention to the price, being much
more demanding and objetive.
• Customers have a wider range of interests, which leads to the
necessity of increasing customizationof products;
• Insurance products that exhibit higher demand are still the
ones mandatory by law.
• Broker’s role is very important in the moment of purchase;
• They have a crucial role in the establishment of a trustworthy
relationshipbetween the client and the insurer.
• Last but not least, broker’s reveal a very pursuasuve attitude,
which allows them to more easily engage in cross selling, as










Clients nowadays seem to more more informed due to the exposure and easiness of access to the internet. Nevertheless, the
broker’s help still has a determinant role on the moment of purchase, as well as in the resolution of conflicts.
4. ANSWER –Market Observation (3/4)
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Overall problems brokers find in the insurance market, as well as their proposed
solutions:
• Limitedoffer for senior clients (+65);
• Necessityof improving processes, namely abolishpostmen – slowlyand costly.
• Delay in payment of claim settlements and resolution of conflicts;
• Quality of service has decreased. Increase invesmtnet inbroker’s training.
• Infrequent contact between insurer and client;
• Lack of clarity and knowledge of individuals interested in insurance products,
which makes the purchasing process less eficiente.
Products and/or services suggested by brokers:
• Camera insurance, pet insurance;
• Life insurance premium leveled;
Brokers’ advices on how insurers could generate leads or prospects.
• Immediate contact between insurer and cliente when cliente engages in a
simulation;
• Development of a radio, television or newspapers campaign, complemented by
the generationof na internet buzz;
• Exhibit broker’s mobile phone on the insurer’s website;













Brokers focus their advices on strengthen their relationship with the clients, as they believe they are the decisive factor when a
selling opportunity exists.




75% of brokers mentioned that the existence of an
insurance package to be offered would only make sense
if it would be developed to target the specific needs of
each client. In other words, if the customer feels he is
enjoying a product tailored to its own needs.
The most important conclusion regards the positive
relationship that exists between the needs a client has
in terms of type of insurance products and the life stage
he currently is in (as for an example, if he lives alone, if
he lives with a partner, if he plans to have kids, etc).
The type of insurance products demanded and bought by customers depend on the their life stage at themoment of the purchase.
4. ANSWER –Market Observation - Conclusions
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Method
• Pre-recruitment questionnaire to
divide people between low-risk and
high-riskprofiles;
• Gather chosen individuals in a room
for discussion, having one facilitator
that guides the discussion, one
observer and two individuals
registering behaviours, attitudes and
responses;
• Discussion around three major topics:
initial “setting the mood” questions to
break the ice; identification of the
respondants necessities in terms of
insurance products; suggestion of
additional services desired.
To find ideas for extra services to add to the
Triple play – try to find ways of garnishing




Hypothesis to be tested further
Development of creative and out-of-box






A small final step before the Survey, the Focus Group intends to be a way of understanding how value can be added to this product,
besides the discount factor. In other words, it is an effective and interesting wayof reaching the differentiating factor of “+Tranquilo”.
4. ANSWER – Focus Group (1/3)
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• The pre-recruitment questionnaire is a tool used for improving the
candidate screening. In this case, it is basically a series of questions[1]
that helps learning more about the candidates, prior to the focus group.
However, its main goal is to become a “first cut” tool to screen out
candidates that do not fit in the required description. As for an example,
if the pre-recruitment questionnaire was not made, there would be a
chance of having just low-riskpeople in the discussion.
• A focus group is a brainstorm session that organizations do to gather
information about customer perspectives and opinions on new ideas,
products or services either being offered or in the product development
stage. It entails an interactive discussion between participants, who will
answer to open and free questions. In this case, the participants were
required to answer a series of questions, so as to reach possible extra-
services to add to the Triple Play idea. Initially, they were asked a bad and
good experience with insurance companies, followed by suggestions on
how to deal with those situations. Afterwards, there was a small debate
about ways of simplifying insurance policies, which led to the
introduction of the Triple Play idea. Lastly, it was asked how did they feel
about it and what kind of additional benefits could a product like this




[1]Information about thepre-recruimentquestionnaireon appendixsection
Focus Group
The Focus Group intends to be a way of understanding how value can be added to this product, besides the discount factor. In other
words, it is an effective and interesting wayof reaching the differentiating factor of “+Tranquilo”.
4. ANSWER – Focus Group (2/3)
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Rede	de	Gestores	+Simplified termsand conditions
In line with the problems and bad experiences
mentioned, the focus group proposed the existence of an
interactive document that acts as a summary of the
technical features of the policy at stake: coverage,
deductible amount, grace period, among others. This
would be a document placed within the mobile app or
the customer’s online portal.
The debate about the Triple Play idea converged into two main
benefits: the discount component that it could offer and the way
it might simplify all the bureaucracies and hard work that usually
insurance carries, namely converging all the policies in just one
insurer, with a common receipt.
Last but not least, the major conclusion of the focus group was
the development of the so-called “Rede de Gestores +”. This is an
extra-benefit that would come along with the subscription of the
Triple Play and would provide the policy holder with an insurance
manager, that will be held responsible for managing the client’s
insurance package. This would entail a more direct and
customized relationship with the client as this manager would be
reachable 24/7 for any doubts, concerns or suggestions. Both
these additional benefits will be elaborated further.
Favorable perception of the Triple	Play	Customer’s real	perception about insurance experiences
It was clear that people do not perceive insurance as a
typical purchasing experience. They find it complicated, a
problem, an obligation, which makes very difficult for
insurers to change their perception in the market. There is
a clear need of simplifying procedures, of making the
customers’ understand the real need for insurance, which
might be achievable through the Triple Play.
As a conclusion, the focus group was able to provide important concepts for the group to elaborate on further, speciallly two
additional services: the “rede de Gestores +” and the simplified terms and conditions document.
4. ANSWER – Focus Group - Conclusions
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The American insurer has revolutionized the concept of insurance
packages to allow the customer to add the insurance that you want
your insurance package, acquiring an extra discount as you adding one
more product to your portfolio. It also includes custom insurance as
insurance formusical instrument or to the mobile phone.
The Abanca launched an insurance pack “Tarifa Plana”, in January
2016. The director general of ABANCA, Alvaro García Diéguez,
appreciates the extraordinary reaction of customers in little more than
two months, which ultimately led to the success of this product. The
CEO, Francisco Boots, highlighted that the ABANCA became the
insurance company with a higher rate of growth in Spain (216.93%),
ascending to the seventh tour as a Bank/insurance company,
responsible for 2.02 percent of the market share Spanish, in the year of
release of the product.
The insurance packages are generated by the combination of self, HAB,
Life, Health, FUNERARIA, with annual discount and by next year
(retention). There is a permission to postpone two monthly payments
without charging interest.
The marketing agencies in Abanca generated a growth of 45% in
revenues due to the growth of 35% of the new production of flat fee.
Being the insurance company with a higher rate of growth in Spain
(216.93%). 9 in every 10 consumers recommend the product to
friends. 92% believe that covers their real needs. 89% of consumers of




The Insurance Company Authentic offers combinations of three
Insurance (Self, HAB, LIFE), with 25% discount for the customer. The
payments are monthly, without costs of breaking up.There is a
campanah Family, where individuals who live in the same household
can take advantage of the same discount (inserted in the same
package of insurance). The campaign Go Paperless is for customers
whose process only works online (referring to receipts, financial data
and data related to their insurance).
4. ANSWER - BENCHMARK
It was also conduced an international benchmark regarding the concept of insurance package, to realize which procedures are
adopted in other markets. In fact, there is already some adherence to the concept of packet multi-products by international insurers,
mainly in the markets, British and Spanish. The Spanishmarket is, given the behavior of consumer purchase of insurance, very similar













These additional benefits will be based on the focus group suggestions and the quantitative questionnaire regarding the product’s main
advantages, the bad insurance experiences of customers and finally Svgwrvwv
For the consumer, All together now means his family in just one
package, his insurance products in just one insurer and his safety
in just one step. The key points of the product are centralization,
flexibility and simplicity.
Message
It is proposed to + Tranquilo to follow a product differentiation strategy (besides price), by delivering + Valor to the client. It intends to be
positioned as a product that adds value to customers through its quality and features that target their current unsatisfied needs. This
being said, some additional services/benefits, exclusives of + Tranquilo, will be developed, so as to deliver this + Valor to both the
customers and the insurer, as well as, slightlyhold off the product from the discount component
Objective
B2C
For the broker, All together now, means cooperation and
relationship que aims to add value, between brokers and brokers,
brokers and the insurer and, at last, the insurer and the customer.
Here the key points are Cooperation, value and relationship.
B2C
Family Insurance Safety Brokers TranquilidadeClients
4. ANSWER– EXTRA BENEFITS (1/16)
+ Tranquilo aims to deliver an additional value to the client, something that will help it to differentiate from competing products. As












































Despite of being the most acknowledged benefit by the respondents, there are other benefits besides the discount component
valued by the interviewed sample. These will act as the basis for the development of the extra benefits exclusive for clients of the
+Tranquilo package.




Insurance broker Store employee
Rede	de	Gestores	+
The Rede Gestores + is a group of brokers in charge of satisfying the needs of a + Tranquilo
customer. This idea was formed in the focus group (when individuals were requested to generate
ideas that with facilitate, simplify and support their insurance experience) and tested in the
quantitative questionnaire. The real function of a manager within this grid is similar to the actual
broker’s functions, but adapted to the + Tranquilo product.
Definition
Process
When a customers is purchasing an insurance package, he will be forward to the Rede de
Gestores +. This grid will be held responsible for the management of the insurance products
included in the customer package. The grid and the customer will have direct and live contact
through Tranquilidade’s mobile app, which will allow for a more personal and attentive
relationshipwith the customer.
This product will be graded semi-annually by the client and awarded according to that grade. This
will give room for improvement for brokers, as feedback is essential in a service like this. As
such, Rede de Gestores + is a strategy that also intends to promote the cooperation between
brokers. Each one designs/selects his own grid, sharing his responsibilities with other brokers,
allowing for a greater flexibility and qualityof service
One of the main features of + Tranquilo will be the existence of an insurance manager (the so called Rede Gestor +) personified by
the broker responsible for the sale of the package.







This process will be a way to centralize the client on the same mediator, who is also a form of
mind encourage membership of the mediators to the new product. In the case of the Mediator to
organize its own network of managers, this will also contribute to greater cooperation between
them.
Advantages for the Brokers and Company
Advantages for the Client
The existence of Rede de Gestores+ will facilitate contact between the mediator and the
customer. Rede de Gestores +will be responsible for a rapid response to the needs or concerns
that may arise from the customer, either by phone, in person, email or live Rede de Gestores +
also receive leads from simulations made by their customers through the app/ portal, and must
respond quickly to these requests with the aim of making the insurance.For the performance of
several mediators as Gestores+is based on a service of excellence, it will receive an evaluation on
the part of customers and consequent premium, in the case of this is excellent.Client
Insurance broker Store employee
Rede de Gestores + is a service withbenefits and advantages for the Client, Insurance Agent and the Company.




1. The customer buys the insurance package:
1. directly to amediator.
2. through an employee of the Store.
2. 2. After purchasing the package multi-product, is assigned a network of managers to the
customer:
1. The Mediator who sold the package to the customer accepts the client on your
network of Managers
2. The Official Souvenir directs the customer to the network of managers from your
Store3. The customer evaluates your network managers in every six months (month
6 month 12) through your account on the application and/or customer portal. After
two ratings, the customer is asked if you keep your network of managers (who
remains or is modified by the will of its customer). In the case of be modified, the
customer is allocated to the network of managers close to the area of residence
indicated by the customer, with a good rating.
3. Being that the network of managers is only evaluated at the end of a period of one year
(month 12), the same is subject to two ratings, which gives you the opportunity to correct
any category that has been assigned with a lower ranking. Only the own network of
managers have access to their own assessment and development. Every year there is a




Insurance broker Store employee
When you buy a package multi-product, is assigned to the customer to its Rede de Gestores +. This is subject to a six-monthly review
by the customer, which is performed through the app. This will have an impact on the performance of the Insurance Agents, as they
may receive a premium if the assessment is excellent. The goal is to provide the customer with a service of excellence.
4. ANSWER– EXTRA BENEFITS (5/16)
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1 2 3 4 5
My Rede de Gestores + explained me the products, coverages, extra benefits in detail.
My Rede de Gestores + taught me how to use thh mobile app and online customer portal
specifically for the + Tranquilo product.
When I contact my Rede de Gestores + through the LiveChat tool, I get an answer within a
reasonnable period of time.
My Rede de Gestores + solves any problem that I mention within a reasonable time frame.
I	feel	 that	my	Rede de	Gestores +	solves	my	problems	in	a	satisfying	way
My	Rede de	Gestores +	 addresses	me	properly	with	suggestions	for	my	insurance	package
I	feel	 that	the	suggestions	advised	by	my	broker	are	 in	line	with	my	necessities;




I	feel	 that	my	Rede de	Gestores +	has	done,	overall,	a	good	job.		 1	– Totally Agree
5– Totally Desagree
Evaluation FrameworkThe semi-anual evaluation will
be based on the average of the
sum of the points awarded to














The evaluation of Rede de Gestores + will be based on ten different questions (average answer time of two minutes), scored
between 1 and 5. This evaluation method is similar to the one applied the service provider, allowing for a fair and goal-driven
evaluation.



















1This campaign iis based on the current campaign for other products and the predicted sales of the new product
During the first year of pilot testing, Rede de Gestores + will be awarded at the
end of the year in accordance with the assessment assigned to the service of the
network (average of the evaluation of their clients; only four and five stars are
rewarded)after the first pilot year, the award will be twice a year, in the same
proportion of premium per evaluation (four/five stars) - an average of two
evaluations every sixmonths.
In order to increase even more the likelihood of brokers joining this product,
there will be also developed a campaign called Campanha +: in the first two
months, each broker will receive five euros per package + Tranquilo sold. In the
following tenmonths,
Subsequently, and during the remaining ten months from the first year of pilot
testing, the mediators and employees in the shop will be rewarded at the end of
the year in accordance with the number of packets that have sold over the ten
months prior.After the first year pilot, the award is made every six months, in the
same proportion of number of packets sold/premium per package.
Evaluationand Prizes
Insurance broker ans Store Employees
Rede de Gestores+
The performance incentive plan designed for the brokers is based on the sale of + Tranquilo packages, as well as in the evaluations
of customers regarding the quality of service delivered by their Rede of Gestores +. As such, there will be an incentive for increasing
the amount each broker sells of packages, and, simultaneously, for delivering premium quality service.
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OutcomeDid you ever experienced any of these situations in	your insurance
company?
• The most frequent problem is the delay in
paying the claims settlements;
• Resolution of conflicts by the insurer, namely
dealing with, for example, car accidents, is also






















So as to generate extra value for customers, it was conducted an analysis to understand fully the roots of customers’ problems. The
delay in the payment of claims settlements and resolution of conflicts were the two sources of dissatisfaction exhibited by
customers,mainly due to communication problems between client and insurer.
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What will agree with the previous question in
which customers have complained about the
delay in resolution of claims that may involve
the communication difficulty with the
insurer.The segment of age from 18 to 30
emphasizes access to common receipt more
appreciated the discount received by
recommendation of a friend.
These conclusions justify the
development of:	
• Launch of the mobile	app
• Launch of a	24/7	chat	available in	the
app and customer portal;	
• Launch of the member-get-member
proposal;





























































In fact, through the quantitative questionnaire, it was possible to see that almost a quarter of the sample reveal interest in a mobile
app/customer online portal. This being said, this will alsobe another service that clients of + Tranquilo will be able to enjoy from.












My + Tranquilo package: Where the client can check the status of his/her insurances –
receipts, contractual conditions, coverages (presented in a simplified way) and other
exclusive activities for + Tranquilo package.
Sinister: Where the client can fill up the information about the sinister, take pictures and
send them directly to the insurance manager/to the company (with the goal of avoiding
friendly declarations and ease the sinister solution).
Assistence: For exemple, in the case of an Automobile sinister, the client may call the tow,
share his/her location by GPS. In the case of a Residence sinister the clientmay call a doctor
to the residence, if he/she has a health insurance.
Partners: T e cli nt is able to locate mediators, repair offices, rent-a-car and doctors. (It
allows the creation of a favorite partners list, make comments about the partners and
evaluate them. The client can also suggest new partners).
Notifications: The client may follow the latest novelties through notifications, and receive
payment warnings.
Live Chat: To clarify any doubts in real time.
Rede de G stores+: Usage of telephonic contact and email for a quick contact with the
manager.
Tranquilidade has launced an app on May 16th 2017. For that reason, the mentioned
funcitionalities are only the ones which are different from the current ones. The exclusive





This way, the application will be essential for the success of the multi-product packages, as it will allow the client to manage his/her
insurance package at any place and at any time, having also access to determined exclusive services. The app may be associated with
the Facebook account for better personalization.
















Deadlines; Payments made and to
settle; bank data direct debit (with
the possibility of changing the data)
Shows available insurance options
(ranked according to the client’s
profile). The client may perform a
simulation, which forwards directly a
lead to the Manager.
New services and insurances,
current promotions.
Interactive document simplified with
coverages, exclusions, premiums,
grace periods. This document is sent












For the multi-product package clients. “A minha conta” will refer to specific and exclusive services for these clients, ensuring the
good functioning, utilizationand dynamism of the package.
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Push Notification:
The app will conjugate the GPS location and the client’s data to suggest and alert the client
for the need of acquiring a new insurance (which might be temporary or definitive). In the
case of the client recognizing the necessity, he/she may add the insurances to his/her
package. Once again, the Manager will receive a lead with the simulation made by the
client.
The client may manage his/her package by simulating which insurances he/she would like to
include in the package through the app. He/she will only need to select the intended
insurance (as well as its circumstances – temporary/definitive, who is taking the insurance,
payment method, (…). The insurance Manager will receive a lead with the actualization and
will update the insurance/package.
Member-get-member: The client might register the data of a friend who adhered to the
package. After the data is confirmed by Tranquilidade, the client receives a 5% discount in
the first year.
ATENTION: You are coming close to an areawith high probability of snow fall in the next hours” Add
the temporary extension to your car insurance which will allow you to prevent possible damage to
your vehicle!
ATENTION: Mariana, are you thinking about forming a family? Add to your + Tranquilo package your











4. ANSWER – EXTRA BENEFITS (11/16)
In the menu related with his/her + Tranquilo package, the client may verify which are the inclusions and capital of his/her
insurances + Tranquilo, in a practical and succinct way (Focus Group), the payments to settle, novelties or promotions to include in
his/her package, among other characteristics.
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Live Chat to clarify doubts and have direct







Information relative to the Manager +.
Telephonic contact and email for a quick
contact with the Manager.
Evaluation (the client evaluates the insurance
Manager). Only available twice a year, in July
and December.
Mail Email exchanged between the Manager
and the client.
Requests
Requests that the client leaves
registered for the Manager to verify
(and vice-versa)
Suggestions Suggestions/Complaints that the
client can register for service/product
improvement.Complaints
URGENT Urgent Requests/Messages that the











Although the application is accessible to all Tranquilidade clients, only the clients with package will have dynamic functionalities,
such as the possibility of adding insurances online, through the application, which also will remind the client to the real needs to
identifiedby him/her.





76% of the sample proved to be interested in reversing part of the premium for a
social cause in the case of not having participated in any car accident.You will be
offered the chance of customer support a social cause, by choosing one of two
institutions provided by the Company. This service is exclusive to customers
pacotizados, who will donate part of your annual premium car when they do not
have any claim reported.This service aims to promote an image friendly and careful
of the mark, , combining Tranquilidade to social causes, increasing Brand
Awareness.
Outcome
Would you like to	get this product?	Nr of clients
If the customer does not participate in any claim, regardless of the have had or not,
part of your annual premium (1%) will be donated to an institution.The institution
in question can be chosen by the client, with 2 possible hypotheses. These are
Associação Portuguesa de Familias numerosas and the Associação Portuguesa de
Pessoas com Deficiência. The choice of organizations was based on the impact that
they could cause the client: positive emotions (associated with affection, family
protection - Associação Portuguesa de Familias numerosas ), and negative
emotions (associated with the fear and need for prevention, to avoid the tragedy -












[18,30[ [30,40[ [40,50[ [50,65[ 65+
No
Yes
Through the Application, the + Tranquilo clients will have a page which will allow them to communicate directly with their
Manager, either by email or on real time (Life chat), being also able to register suggestions, complaints, requests, urgent notes and,
on every sixmonths, to evaluate his/her Manager.
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47% of the sample has shown interested in the temporary insurance.
Despite the percentage is not bigger than 50%, it is consider to be enough market
for this functionality – most of the ones that selected this products are users with
extra cars with no frequent usage or that had insured products where the usage
is for specific periods smaller than a year. It will be launched a temporary
insurance for auto, that will work as a pilor for others products. This product will
work as a drive for differentiation in the market.








[18,30[ [30,40[ [40,50[ [50,65[ 65+
Yes
No
The temporary insurance is a feature that the customer can trigger in your
insurance, choosing the days on which you want this to be operational. This
period of use is defined at the time of accession to insurance, and is not subject
to change until the date of expiry of the same set in his moment of purchase.
Tranquilidade is not responsible for accidents that occur outside the period
covered by the insurance. The price of insurance is calculated by the days on
which it is operational.
Process
This functionality can be used for different types of
products, exception being: life and health. The “Gestor +”
– manager of the package – will be responsible for
managing it, as this is an exclusive service for someone
with the package. The product will be launched for Auto
only, for coverage options that are not Third party risks.
This pilot is a test for other products.
Characteristics
Another added benefit for customers is the connection between their insurance and two social institutions. This service aims to
instill in the customer a positive feeling associatedwith your insurance package and your company.
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This discount is only assigned if the current customer enter the details of
your friend, through the mobile app, and the company finds that this has
indeed become a client of the packages. This requirement prevents possible
"misunderstanding on the part of the mediators".
Indentify until 3	situations that you woud like seeing
















The Service Member get Member was one of the three most selected by
respondents when confronted with the three situations which I would like
to see applied on your insurance company. Thus, this service will be applied
to customers +Tranquilo: allocation of 5% discount on annual premium
package, for each friend insured. There is a maximum of 1 friend per year.
This product will allow the company to benefit from the network of
consumers acquire new customers. Maximizes the opportunity that exists
in the stocking recommendation of friends be a trigger in the purchase of
insurance (slide XXX). Tranquilidade will also benefit from Word-of-mouth.
It will also be an incentive for the customer to use the mobile application
(required for the validation of the service.
4. ANSWER– EXTRA BENEFITS (15/16)
According to the Survey conduced, there is the opportunity to implement a new product in the market, a temporary insurance. This
one will be used as a point of differentiation for the brand, relative to its competitors, and as an exclusive benefit for + Tranquilo’s
consumers.
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Customers looking for simplicity and tangibility.
Rede de Gestores+ will promote the simplicity of
use and operation of the new product.
Quality of the Network is a key point of
differentiation. The Member-Get-Member will
take advantage of the network of customer
contacts to increase the number of clients to
adhere to the new product.
Innovation: differentiation and tangible benefits.
The temporary insurance is a product
differentiator and with direct benefits for the
customer.
Digitization of operations is fundamental to
remain competitive. The mobile application will
promote the digital experience of the client.
Customers seek a closer relationship with your
insurer. Rede de Gestores + intend to improve and
promote the relationship between consumers and
the mediators and, consequently, with the
company.
1According to a study “InsurTech: A golden opportunity for insurers to innovate (Pwc), 2016”, Consumers are less satisfied with their
experience digital insurer than with any other industry.
These Extra benefits came up as the solution for the problems the interviewed people affirmed to had once experienced while
managing their insurance issues. Furthermore, and according to the industry evolution, these solutions also match fundamental
points that are crucial to invest in order for the company to outperform.
























à The message to communicate the new product will have as a base the concept and value of All Together Now.
For the consumer, All Together Now means your family in one package only, your insurance in one company and your safety in
one action.
Centered in the concept and values associatedwith +Tranquilos.
Centered in the product associated advantages based on the main
message.
Generalized CommunicationPersonalised Communication
Personalised and aimed to each client segment, sponsoring
the specific insurance packages associated to the different
segments. The existence of two matrix will make the selling
process easier for the insurance agents and the perception of
each of the matrix is more suitable to your interests and
financial capacity.
+Tranquilo will be communicated in two different ways: one in general communication of the product, which aims to allow the
customers to know the advantages and the concept associated with it. The second is a personalised communication that will target the




B2B For the insurance agent, All Together Now means cooperation, a relation that promotes value creation between agents andagents, companies and the company and the client. .
Another important point in the launch of this product is the way that is communicated in the market. Considering that the product
aims to deliver value to each client, with a personalised solution for the different needs in the market, the insurance package has to be















It is important in this B2B communication to transmit the concepts
and base values through which this new package was developed.
All together now:
• Agents & Agents (through the Rede de Gestores +)
• Company & Client (because it is a product that is centered in the
indentified needs of the client, that aims security, convenience,
simplicity and personalisation)
• Company & Agents (the product makes the selling process easier
to the agent. Considering that the product delivers solutions to
the client, it is expected to reach a loyal client. Beyond this, with
a +Tranquilo package, “it’s time to clean! One client to each one,
with loyal clients attributed to one Rede de Gestores +. There is
also a promotion from agent to Manager of the network (Gestor
+): the agent who sells and manage a product or service,
generating + value to the customer, the company and himself.
Matrix and Sales	Process
The matrix to be communicated to the agents will be the
matrix with prices vs age segment: Gold and Silver. The agent
will have this matrix available to consult and understand which
is the best package for each cliente according to his interests
(price vs safety) and financial power.
Steps to communicate to the agent:
1. It’s important to understand what the clients values the
most: if he whishes a package with more affordable prices
or more coverage options. By this way the agent will know
which matrix should use to guide the sales process: an
affordable price will be presented in the Silver offer while
more coverage options will be available in the gold.
2. According with the age group of the client, the agent
should consult the available packages for him.
3. The agent should say the advantages that the client will
benefit from signing in the package.
4. Afterwards, the agent should simulate in order to calculate
the exact price of the package.
Considering the Sales of the +Tranquilo through the insurance agents, a good B2B communication is fundamental for the success of
the packages. In order to do so, it will be explained how the matrix works and the way the packages must be communicated to the
client.
4. ANSWER– COMUNICATION: B2B
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It will be sent na email to every agents with na explanation of the new concept and product, its charactheristics, functionalities and
advantages, as well as the details regarding the functionability, evaluationand pizes at Rede de Gestores +.
As a way to communicate the product and its message, it will be organized a training session for the agents that are the best sellers,
regular producers, and also a commercial team, so that the last ones can share the package and the remaining characteristics to the
other agents. The training “All together now” that will happen during the weekend in hotels in the center, south and north for the
agents in that region. In this training, besides explaining the packages, its functionalities and the role of the manager +, it will be
organizedone team building session to promoto the introduction of the values in the working methods of the agents.
Team building:
1. The agets are split in groups of 10 people
2. There will be presented movies of 13 individuals, example of clients, which will represent a buying conversation and interest in
the package + Tranquilo. The agent’s job will be to guess which packages correspond to each person. These individuals can also
present some unpleasent situation with the insurance companies and the agents will have to figure out a solution, assuming they
are representing the network “Rede de Gestores +” to that client, in order to promote cooperation and the quality of the
deliverables from the network). Each session, the winning team will gain a dinner for 2 in three restaurants at their will (with
partner restaurant). At the end, there will be explained the match that should exist between clients and sold packages.
Distributions of informative tables with the explanation of the packages (alsodistributed through the commercials for other agents)
Communication channel – Interactive training
Communication channel - Email
A way to attract the agents to sell the packages and to explain in detail the proccess, it will be organized an interactive training with
informative contente. This training has the goal to promote the base values of the new product – cooperation, relation and value, as
well as all the sales process and product features.













Regardless of the chosen matrix, for the first segment of clients, personalized communication will be in the life stage of this
segment, where individuals face a set of recent changes in their lives – new home, possibility of buying a car, building a
family, entering the job market.[26,	35[
[36,	45[
[46,	55[
• Do you have until 50€ per month to invest in yoursafety? Tranquilidade offers you a package solution that will allow you to assure your car and health starting in 37€.
Trust us your products
+55
For the segment [36-45[ years old, personalized communication is targeting the family core, the growth of the family and the
growing responsabilities that come from this.
• Your family doesn’t stop growing? Don’t allow that your concerns grow as well and bundle all your safety at Tranquilidade! Live “+ Tranquilo” e benefit from the
advantages from our superior insurance package. Flexibility, Safety, Simplicity and savings. Starting at 43€/month.
For the consumers with ages between [46,55[ years old, the message will focus on the transiction to a life at two again, after
their kids independence, withmore financial power and focus on the couple “Arrumar a vida”.
• Are your kids leaving the nest and your life seems more organizada and clean? Tranquilidade helps you cleaning your insurance too! Get them together at
Tranquilidade and benefit from the advantages associated to a client + Tranquilo.
• Are you planning to make some small changes in your life? Change your insurance at Tranquilidade and life a +Tranquila retire! Trust us all your products and the
bundles we have available for you in our package offer, starting from 20€ per month, with all the advantages associated.
For the clients with more than 55 years old, it will be communicated the economics advantages (and others) from an
insurance package to the age of retire.
Both matrix allow the agent to adapt his sales to the interests/ financial availability of the client. At the same time, the client will be
able to focus his research directly to the coverage options that are more suitable to his interests and make this process more
efficient and personal.
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The client enters the
website of
Tranquilidade and is
faced with a + Tranquilo
advertisement.
The client has an incentive
to add his data so that he
can be contacted from the










Website	Access Filling the data Developing a	lead Alocação	à	Rede	de	Gestores	+
Your family doesn’t stop growing? Don’t
allow your concerns to grow as well and
get together all the safety at
Tranquilidade! Live + Tranquilo and benefit
from the advantages of our insurance
package! Flexibility, safety, simplicity and
savings. Starting on 43€ per month.
The company sends a lead to the
client’s agent (identified through NIF)
or to the network “Rede Gestores +”
that is nearest the client. The network
has a deadline of two days to answer
the lead, in case it doesn’t, the lead is
forward to a different network.
From the moment on the agents
accepts the lead, his network
gets responsible for this client.
The network takes care of the
client’s buying process and
advises him to use the app, so he
can have a better and more
personalized service.
Personalised communication will be done throught Tranquilidade’s website, in order to appeal to product visualisation. Also, in the
searching phase, it will be suggested to the client a possibility to be contacted from a Gestor + to help you deciding which is the best
package.




Benefit from new services with no	additional cost:
• Rede Gestor +: You can benefit from a personalized management network (Gestores +) to get a permannent support. Live chat: Descarregue a
app móvel ou aceda ao portal de clientes para ter um contacto permanente com o seu Gestor +.
Contribute to	a	social	cause:
You have the opportunity to	donatea	samll part of your premiumwithout payingmore.	You can	contribute for	the success of one of the following
organizations:	Associação	de	famílias	numerosas	e	Associação	Portuguesa	de	deficientes	motores.
Get a	discount if you bring a	friend that wants thepackage:
Through the app,	register a	friend who bought thepackage	and get 5%	annual discount.	
If you only use	your car in	a	certain period,	pay less for	your insurance:	
• Possibility to activate and pay for coverageoptions only for a period of time (except against third parties).
Know exactly how to save with your +Tranquilo package:
• Get a discount for bundling your insurances:
- If you add 2 products get a discount of 5%.
- If you add 3 products get a discount of 7.5%.
- If you add 4 products get a discount of 10%.
+	Tranquilo
Still focusing on the buying cycle searching period of the client, and as a support to the agents, the website will have a section
explaining of the product + Tranquilo, with functionalities of the packages, coverage options and prices.
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A	+	S A	+	H	+	S A	+	H	+	V A	+	H	+	S	
+	V
1. For a more detailed information
about the price to pay for the
wanted package, the consumer
can decide the package he wants,
and then he is notified with the
minimum price to pay for that
package.
2. After this, the client is advised
to add his personal information so
that it can be contacted
afterwards by Gestor +, to receive
professional guidance and
proceed with the process.
Client simulation process and
lead generation for Rede de
Gestores +
The consumer has the option to chose his package and to know the price “starting from” to pay for it, considering his age.
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• Turn the client more concern about his safety, feeling that Tranquilidade could deliver the best product acording to his needs. An
insurance package, which could be for the all family, with the aim of simplicity, centralization and flexibility.
• Position Insurances asNecessity and Safety in the Maslow Piramide ( change the client´s brand attitude).
• Create more value for both the clients and the company.
Main objectives
Secondary Objectives- consequenceof the main ones.
MISSION
SHORT	RUN LONG	RUN
Advertisement of the new product
Increase the number of new clientes.
Improve the brand image (more transparent and closest
relationship with the client)
Educate the actual costumer, as well as the next generation of
costumers (brand attitude).
Increase the loyal clients.
Engagement and relationship with clients.
4. ANSWER – GENERALIZED COMUNICATION
The mission of this campaign is to position the packages as something simple, that meets customer needs and makes the costumer
journey easier.
MeasurementMission Market Message MoneyMedia
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COSTUMER´S	PURCHASE	CYCLE
The passive stage is the first step of the cycle, when costumers are constantly doing new opinions about different brands. More
specificaly, 48% of these costumers alreadyhave an idea of which product to buy, even before they initiate the purchase cycle.
The Insurances´media is below this value, with30% ( 1 out of 3).
KEY	ELEMENTSDIFFERENTIATION
• Costumers with a low Passive Stage Bias normally evaluate more brands and
therefore havemore probability to compare prices and change to some competitor.
• The majority of costumers, in the begining, don´t know which brand to choose.
• In order to create Passive Stage Bias its important to achieve differentiation-
meaning that the costumer should assotiate certain elements to the brand through
the company´s communication.
• For an insurance´s purchase, the clients decide in which company to buy, according
to: 1st) Turnover of price-coverages, 2nd) Client support (servisse), Brand Heritage,
ease of purchase, extra benefit, rescommendations and testimonials. These
charactherists are according to the missiondesigned.
OPORTUNITY
MeasurementMission Market Message MoneyMedia
Is interesting to verify that there is an opportunity for Tranquilidade to invest in communication. The message to communicate
should be informational but it should appeal to the customer´s emotions at the same time. By doing this, Tranquilidade could
differentiate itself from its competitors and improve its image.
4. ANSWER – GENERALIZED COMUNICATION
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The vast majority of customers see Insurances as something mandatory and non desirable. This is a mindset that should be turned
around with the introduction of the insurance package, as it will be easy to buy and will convey a feeling o trust and satisfaction to the
Customer (since its characteristics will be defined to meet the needs of each customer´s segment). Therefore, the Communication plan
was designed to:
1. Advertise the new product and benefits associatedwith it;
2. Foster the need of feeling protected of the Customer;
3. End with the price concept instated in the insurance market;
4. Persuade customers that this new product is the one that best fits their needs.
What it brand attitude?		
“It is the buyer´s evaluation of the brand with respect to its perceived ability to meet a currently relevant motivation.”
(Percy Elliot,2016). By this way, if the motivation change, the attitude could change as well.
“What is the consumer´s attitude when buying an insurance?”
Being on the quadrante of informational strategy, with high involvement on the purchse phase, Tranquilidade is associated with negative
emotions. This is due to its lack of capabilities in avoiding future problems and na incomplete customer satisfaction, who is searching for
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One of the main objectives of the campaign is based to change the consumer´ brand attitude in relation to the insurance´s
purchase. The communication should be focused on emotion appealing.









Use the model a-b-e – using emotions:
Attribute (A): Characteristics of the product
1. Several Insurances in just one package
2. Higher quality and convenience
Benefits (B):What the Customer is searching for
3. Simplification in the buying and management process
4. Feel that the produt meets his needs
Emotion (E): What the Customer is feeling – Go from a posture of insecurity to
a safer and calmer posture
5. Customer satisaction because not only the product is simpler but
alsomeets the needs
MeasurementMission Market Message MoneyMedia
The A-B-E Model is a widely know method, in which the Communication give special focus to the attributes of the new product,
which, in turn, give emphasis to its benefits, triggering new and positive feeling in the Customer. Hence, it becomes possible to
change its buying motivation..




























Give reasons: Th audience must believe in the key point; Target
doesn´t have to like it
Ask only what is reasonable:Do not over or under claim; Comparative
Advertising, if necessary; Use of an expert
§ Communication models that appeal to emoticons have better
sales results, when compared with models based on rational
factos
§ Buying na insurance requires high involvement, on the
consumer´s side, with the “relief” purpose. So, The logical
Communication strategy to follow is an informational strategy,
focused on the negative purchase motivations.
OPPORTUNITY
MeasurementMission Market Message MoneyMedia
The Communication strategy will be based on emotional stimulus, as this was very successful in prior campaigns. It will also be
informative.
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Who identifies theneedo	buyingInsurances	(by Age	Group)
• The person responsible for buying Insurances is,
for all age groups, who identifies the need of
buying the products. If not, the respective
partner is, generally, who identifies this need.
• The sample, as it was shown, is divided in the
following way: 70% female and 30% male. For
every product, the Analysis shows that there are
no diferences in gender on who identifies the
need to buy na insurance
• Having this said, the Communication strategy
will be directed to the first interveniente in the
buying process: the person responsible for the

























Who identifies theneedo	buyingInsurances	(by Gender)
MeasurementMission Market Message MoneyMedia
The Communication of the packages is aimed for the irst interveniente in the buying procees o the products – the individual
responsible for identiying the need of buying insurances
4. ANSWER – GENERALIZED COMUNICATION
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Who does	the research	andgathers information?	
(by Age	Group) • The Analysis shows that the person who does the research
and gathers information concerning the products is usually
the one who buys the insurance. If not, the partner is,
generally, the one responsible for it.
• It is also interesting to notice that, if the one responsible for
buying Insurances is male, he also delegates to himself the
research process. On the contrary, the data shows that the
female segment generally delegates the research process to
their respective partner, which was not verified in the male
segment. Both segments delegate, in equal proportions,
this task to the broker.
• Therefore, the Communication will also be aimed to the
second intervenient in the buying process (the one doing
the research and gathering information). In his case, this
individual splits into three major segments: the one
responsible for the purchase, its spouse and the broker.
OUTCOME





























By communicating the new product to the first interveniente in the buying process, Tranquilidade is also targeting the second
interveniente in the process, the responsible for doing the research and gathering information so that a buying decision can be
made.
4. ANSWER – GENERALIZED COMUNICATION
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• Within the age range [30;50], people not only buy
Insurances for themselves but also for their children,
partner and parents
• Significant diferences inbehavior were not verified
• The Communication strategy will then be aimed for
those who identify the need, research and gather
information about the insurance products. Since both
corresponde to who, in fact, buys the Insurances, we
targeted all individuals who buy Insurances from the
age of 26.
Are	you responsible for	buying insurance or other people?	(by Age	Group)































The Age Group with higher income is usually responsible for buying insurance for their children, partner and parents. This reveals the
importance of a Communication strategy focused on Health Insurances (mandatory or not) allignedwithprotection incentive.
4. ANSWER – GENERALIZED COMUNICATION










The average growth rate of new clientes for the last 5 years was computed
With it, the number of new clientes for the years of 2017 and 2018 (the year when the product will be launched)
was predicted. The projected number o urrent clientes for 2018 was based on the number of current clientes of
2017 and the annulment rate of Tranquilidade.
The number of equipped and non-equipped clientes for 2017 and 2018 were based on the rate of equipped
clientes of Tranquilidade.
*(currently having 2	or more	Insurances	in	Tranquilidade)	
Based on the survey, 92% of the respondentes with currently 2 or more Insurances answered favourably when
asked if they would buy the insurance package. However, only 79% of respondentes with only 1 insurance
answered favourably. This percentages were applied to project the number of clientes for 2018. Hence, the
number of possible clientes thatwould possibly buy the product was determined.
The Best Case Scenario was determined from 35% of adhesion to the product Tarifa Plana onwards, in his first year
of launch (Abanca)– Spanish insurance market similar to the Portuguese, in terms of buying behavior. The Worst
Case Scenario was chosen – 5%, which led to the assumption of reaching 20 669 customers in the first year of +
Tranquilo.
In order to compute the necessary target for the Communication campaign, it was necessary to determine the number o clientes we
want to targetwith it – that is, the number of +Tranquilos 1 year after lauching the Communication campaign.
4. ANSWER – GENERALIZED COMUNICATION





Being the goal in 2018 to reach 20669 clientes in 2018, the logical
next step would be to determine the number of people that needs





= 41 338 consumers that have to see the










To reach the goal, it was assumed that the campaign had to reach
100% more people, that is, 41338 individuals
Admitting the product is launched in 2018 with the goal being to reach 5% of the clientes that would probably buy the product by
the end o that year, over 17500 people must see the advertising campaign at least 5 times (this number corresponds to 5,45% of
total clientes predicted or 2018)
4. ANSWER – GENERALIZED COMUNICATION
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Weare all together now: the entire family security in just one insurance package, one company! It´s time to simplify!
This message will be transmitted alongside with the advantages of product in Tranquilidade, narrated by Rede Gestores+, referencing
the imediate positive impact for the consumer, in termos of easiness and simplicity. Discount benefits will alsobe communicated.
Communicate the temporary insurance of Tranquilidade, exclusive for adherent customers.
Goal? Highlight the characteristics associated to the concept of our product.
Communicate the Health insurance is a way of encouraging to buy the product in order to benefit from the discounts associated with
adding the Health insurance.
Communicate the solidarity campaign of Tranquilidade, exclusive for adherent customers (part of the anual premium will be
transferred to an associationof the choice of the customer, as long as no car accidents are registered).





The central message of the campaign resides on the transmission of the main advantages of the package identified by the
respondents – centralization, simplicity and flexibility
4. ANSWER – GENERALIZED COMUNICATION
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To comunicate:
• The price benefit was the most valuable
one chosen by the interviewed.
• Furthermore, the consumer enjoy the
possibility to gather all his insurance
policies inone entitie.
• The client also appreciates the flexibility
to could add and drop insurance policies
to his package, as well as the access to
non premium frequency fees.
• The Service and deliverables of Rede de
Gestores + and from the customers’
online portal Portal de clientes will be
































In order to promote the new product and the concept behind it, it is crucial to transmit the benefits that it offers to the consumers.
The communication it will focus on four benefits, the ones that were considered the most preferredones by the interviewed.
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§ When considering the purchase of an insurance
package, the chosen policies (to include in the
package) that increased the most when compared to
the ones that the interviewed had at the moment,
weremostly Health, Dental and Travel.
§ The healt insurance increases in almost all the age
groups when choosing the policies to include in the
insurance package (and when compared to the ones
that the interviewd had at the moment).
§ Car and House Insurance would keep the most chosen
ones by the interviewd even when acquiring an
insurance package.
§ Hence, the Health insurance is going to be
comunicate in the communication campaign as a
strategy to promote the package and its advantages..
It is also interesting to verify that the insurance policy that increased the most with the access to the package was Health Insurance.
In this sense, communicate the benefits that clients would enjoy from a package that include health could stimulate the purchase of
the package (for those who search for a health insurance policy)
4. ANSWER – GENERALIZED COMUNICATION
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§ According to Basef ’s research, it is shown that Health
insurance policy is being increased during the last five
years. Moreover, the ownership of this policy is mostly
segmentd by economic classes: while 43.1% of high
economic class owns this product, only 15.7% of lower
economic class enjoy from a health insurance policy.
§ This information is coherent with the data gathered in the
survey, supporting the decision oof promoting the health
insurance (when aggregated to the insurance package).
(ver anexo 2)
To	communicate:
Basef Seguros Marktest ‘s reports describes na amount of 2018 onwers or beneficiaries of health insurance in the first semester of
2016. This value represents 24.6% of the universe composed by residents in the country with more than 15 years old. This is the
higher value in the last 11 years, keeping, since 2014, and increasing and constant direction.
4. ANSWER – GENERALIZED COMUNICATION




§ The temporary insurance was adopted by individuals who:
1. Do not use regularly their vehicle;
2. Use their vehicle in specif days and/orperiod of time.
3. Travel regularly in a year.
4. Have more than one vehicle, using more frequently ones
than others.
• The Social Cause service will improve Company’s image
within the society, differentiating itself from the rivals by
preseting different and unique characteristics to its clients
who are linked to the new product.
Would you join this service? (SocialCause) –Nº of individuals
















[18,30[ [30,40[ [40,50[ [50,65[ 65+
No
Yes
According to the percentage of individuals who recognized the uselfulness of a temporary insurance police, and since the fact that
Tranquilidade is classified by the market as an entity who does not offer specific or different policies, to communicate this concept,
only available to + Tranquilo’s users, it could improve consumers’ Brand Image and to promote the purchase of the new product. A
similar effect happens with the Social Cause Benefit.
4. ANSWER – GENERALIZED COMUNICATION
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4. ANSWER – GENERALIZED COMMUNICATION
The previous messagewill be communicated during a campaign split in twomoments, thatwill last one month in total.
MeasurementMission Market Message Media Money









4. ANSWER – COMUNICAÇÃO GENERALIZADA
It is suggested, for the radio commerical, a description of the package along with its advantages by a Gestor+. This will highlight the
benefits of union, centralization, flexibility and simplicity as a new product from Tranquilidade
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ALL	TOGETHER	NOW
The commercial adwill have a Gestor+ as a voiceover that will describe:
§ The new product – the insurance package
§ The associatedadvantages – Centralization, Flexibility, Simplicity, Union, Personalization, Discount, Extra services.
§ What is an insurance manager and the advantages of having one
“With Tranquilidade, We are all together now! (family, safety and insurance). Being safe and protected is no longer a synonim of
complexity, but of easiness to a fair price. Get all your insurance in one package and feel + Tranquilo. For our clients: the best service, the





The campaign All together now aims to communicate the main advantages related with the selected ones from the questionnaire. This
campaign will be split in two moments, broadcasted in the first three weeks in radio (alongwith digital marketing). After a one month and
a half break, it will be back to themarket as a reinforcement and incentive to buying the product.
4. ANSWER – GENERALIZED COMUNICATION
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• Low cost per contact;
• Short production timmings;
• It can be implement fast for the fact that the channel is not withna overload that is common inother channels.
• This is a flexible channel that allows to segment the target, being present indifferent durations at very specific schedules.
• It can be repeated several times;
• High chances to be musicallyexplored;
• Excellent channel for a direct contact with the public;
• It reaches all the targets;
• Broader reach in terms of location - it does get to some places that other channels don’t.
• More affordable
• More open to capture and digest information;
• No need to be constantly looking to the radio device.
Why using the radio a channel for the campaign?
To the brand, the biggest advantage is the transformation of the message in the radio content, where they belong to the product, becoming
entertainment and it is adaptable to each segment of consumers. Because of this it is well accepted by the public, who feel the message is
tailor-made,making the message appealing and even – if well desgin –wanted” Pedro Machado, TSF
The radio consist in the first option to use in the communication campaign due to the specifics advantages – and consequently – a better
price-benefit ratio. Nevertheless, the main reason to chose the radio is the strong emotional relation and lifestyle match that the radio
has with the listeners – allowing amore open mindset about the advertised product.
4. ANSWER – GENERALIZED COMUNICATION
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Besides the mentioned advantages, in 2016 it was registered a small increase (+3%) in radio ad investments when compared to 2015 as
well as a small increase in the metric that allows to measure the number of people listening to radio in the period of one day. The radio
audience profile matches the target for this communication campaign.
Audience – (%) Outcome
§ It was seen a positive increase of 3% of the investment in
radio advertising in 2016, compared to 2015.
§ The number of times that radio is listen in a period of one
day is 5 millions.
§ It is a channel with a broad audience, reaching different
regions in the country and any social class. Although it
reaches every age group, it focus more on the ones above
25/30 years old, which are the ones the campaign wants to
focus.
4. ANSWER – GENERALIZED COMUNICATION
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4. ANSWER – GENERALIZED COMMUNICATION
As the radio also has its own limitations, it is suggested a simultaneously investment in digital marketing considering its strong presence it
the daily life of the consumers. To reach the target it should be made na investment in display and searchmarketing.
• Weakproduct demonstration
• Low levels of coverage
• High levels of repetition may have negative effects in the
communication;
Why there is a	need to	complement with Digital	Marketing?
Failure in advertising campaigns using radio How will the digital marketing correct this flaws?
• Each individual has the opportunity to visualize information and
the commerical;
• High conversion rate (click)
• It follows the consumer’s evolution and uses the strong influence
that this channel has on the final buying decision.
• High and easy reach: no schedules
• Good price-benefit relation



















Digital marketing has the objective:
• Awareness: Make the insurance package known between
consumers in Tranquilidade. (passive stage)
• Engagement: Working with actual clients and make them
realize the potencial of the package (passive and active
stage)
• Performance: Conversion generation in a direct way- leads
or direct action- Visualization of the product makes the
consumer want it
MeasurementMission Market Message Media Money
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4. ANSWER – GENERALIZED COMMUNICATION
Regarding display marketing, it will be used banners and native advertising. The last one will be published on Tranquilidade’s facebook.
Furthermore, the campaignwill be complement with search marketing, using key words that make the search easier.
DispalyMarketing
Display Marketing: Transmission of the company’s commercial, along with third party generated content that is on the costumer’s
interest. It can be done through:
• WebBanners: Advertising with text, logo and animations. The goal is to engage the consumer and generate clicks. The websites of TSF,
Observador, Publico will be used amean to reach the final consumer and as a host for the banners.
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4. ANSWER – GENERALIZED COMMUNICATION
The digital channels have been experiencing a considerable growth in the last years. Portuguese population have a strong bond with
social network and frequent contact with the internet, which leads to this being an easy way to reach the costumer with a positive
impact.
• It was observed a 29% growth in the advertising
investment between 2016 to 2015.
• 5,7 Millions of Portuguese use the internet, which
represents around 67% of the population.
• The age group which uses more regularment the digital
channels is 25-44 years old.
• The digital channels are more and mor present in the daily
life of the Portuguese, being an easy way to reach a broad
audience and contact the client.
• There was 2.6 milliondailyusers in 2016
• 93% of the Portuguese population that uses the internet,
do on a daily basis.
• There are 31 pages visited dailyby the user.
• 90% of the users access the internet via PC, 73% via
mobile, 42 via tablet and 7% via portable game station.
Outcome
MeasurementMission Market Message Media Money
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In	2016,	Google	was themost used domain and Facebook the main social	network.	This is why the insurance package	should be
communicatedhere through a	display	and searchmarketing.
• In average, each Portuguese spends 91 min per
day in social networks.
• Facebook is the main social network in Portugal,
where each user has in average 473 friends and
publish 2 posts per day.
• 62% of the users in social network follow pages
of brands.
Outcome
4. ANSWER – GENERALIZED COMMUNICATION
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4. ANSWER – COMUNICAÇÃO GENERALIZADA
As mentioned before, the second edition of the communication campaign aims to remember the costumer of the new product present in
the market, giving an incentive to buying it.
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Chose	the	organization	to	which	you	want	to	donate	with	your	yearly	
premium!
1 Campanha válida para clientes pacote multi-produto e	na ausência de	sinistros no	período de	um	ano
ALL	TOGETHER	NOW
As mentioned before, the second edition of the communication campaign aims to remember the costumer of the new product present in
the market, giving an incentive to buying it.
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ATM machines are excellent publicity supports to communicate this campaign, in the moment of paying the service. ATM machines have
been registering a stron growth, having important advantages as a publicitary channel since they are used by millionof individuals.
§ IT is possible to see an increase in the number of
terminals – a total of 12500 in Portugal, at 2016.
§ There are around 4 millios users, 1.7 millions of them are
regulares users (more than 3 times per week) and 3.6
millions that use it at least once a week.
§ There is a growth in the use of Atm (more than one
millionoperation per day).
§ Looking at the screen is mandatory. This is a favorable
point for the publicity.
§ The most common users are the ones between 26 and 55
years old.
Number of operations that were realized in	theATM	 in	2016.
Why is the ATM the best channel to advertise a campaign?
MeasurementMission Market Message Media Money
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4. ANSWER – GENERALIZED COMMUNICATION
As mentioned before, it was verified that people who would want the package (from the questionnaire population) many added an
Health insurance. This being said, it would be interesting to advertise this insurance in the second edition of the campaign, through Digital
Marketing.
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4. ANSWER – GENERALIZED COMMUNICATION
By advertising this insurance in online marketing campaigns, the idea is to associate the product to the package and the benefits that
each clients has from being part of this package. By searching for this health insurance or multi-product, the client will find the add of
Tranquilidade’s health insurance and the advantages of clients who have packages.
• Through search marketing it becomes possible to redirect the client to the link and advertise the insurance package, with na
association to words like: health, health insurance.
• The opportunity to associate the consumer search related with Tranquilidade’s insurance products. The health insurance is the one
that has higher changes to be add to the package to benefit from a bigger discount. This way, the client has a bigger change to
consider this insurance.
Why is Digital	Marketing	the best way to	promote the product?
• There is a bigger concern and importance given to the health insurance.
• To make the customer loyal, it is fundamental that the agent books a call (maximum for the following week) to schedule the first
free appointment, to assure the client has a positive experience in experiencing the product and the advantages (LEARN – FEEL –
DO)
Basics	of	the	campaign
MeasurementMission Market Message Media Money
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4. ANSWER – COMUNICAÇÃO GENERALIZADA
In the campaign’s second edition, the temporary Auto insurance should alsobe communicated, due to its unique and exclusive features.
Measurement
The temporary Auto insurance, as it is a new concept in the Portuguese insurance market, must be throroughly communicated through the use
of Radio, so as to generally reach insurance consumers.
At the same time, this new type of insurance should also be publicized within the stores of Tranquilidade, through flyers or posters, with the
ultimate goal of materializing the campaign for the client.
Mission Market Message Media Money









4. ANSWER – COMUNICAÇÃO GENERALIZADA
All the campaigns designed for Tranquilidade aim to improve the perception of consumers towards the brand, which, ultimately, will
impact the consumer buying behavior.
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It is important to highlight that all campaigns will be communicated simultaneously in Tranquilidade’s website e and Facebook page, which will
be created soas to develop a more personal relationship with the consumer, generating a more transparent and attentive brand image.
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• 65,4% of the Portuguese population used internet regularly;
• 54,8% of Portuguese people use social networks;
• 38% of the time spent surfing the web corresponds to the use of
social networks.
• This being said, the following campaign is proposed, using these
channels:
• Development of Tranquilidade’s Facebook page;
• Advertise new product in the offical website of Tranquilidade,
with a 24h chat for customers within their portal;
• Design and post vídeos online – both in Facebook and
Youtube, as they complete the podium of most used social
networks in 2016. (ANEXO 1)
• Development of a mobile App (addional services, through
which “+ Tranquilo” would alsobe promoted).
Percentage of individuals that use	social	networks	
by age	group
Source:	Panorama	de	Meios,	2016	-MEC
4. ANSWER – COMUNICAÇÃO GENERALIZADA
The strong presence of the sample on social networks backs up the hypothesis of creating a Facebook page forTranquilidade, with the
development and publication of vídeos that would support the campaign of “+ Tranquilo”. This product should also be advertised through
Tranquilidade’s website.
37.30% 38.30% 39.10% 42.90%
94.40%








[18,25] [26,35] [36,45] [46,55] 55+
Yes No
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Campaign guidelines – All Together Now: The comercial is the life story of João, represented by six different stages of his life. It is
assumed that as he goes through this stages, he is adding/cancelling insurance products depending on the life stage he is in. The
comercial ends with the “present” João, the last icon, adding the Senior Health insurance product to his package at Tranquilidade. This
kind of publicity, a story that emotionally targets consumers, tends to deliver a stronger message and to have a more profund impact
on the consumer.
4. ANSWER – COMUNICAÇÃO GENERALIZADA
Followed by the proposed focus on the use of social networks, it would be interesting to use them as a way of advertising the campaign
All together now, through na individual’s life story or testimony, so as to generate feelings of concern, protection, but most of all, of
familiarization, aimaingtowaards the emotional involvment of the clientwith the product and brand.
João was born and raised in a happy family, always
procted and beloved by his dedicated parents.
At the age of 18, he moved to another city in order to
be able to study in the university.
During the four years of his bachelor, he travalled a lot
withhis friends, as well as became an avid tennis player
Already a graduate and with a job, João moved in with
his girlfriend, with the intente of starting a family.
At the age of 35, João already has two kids, a stable
job and a healthy marriage.
Thirty years later, with 65 years old, João decided to retire.
Both his kids are already independent, which makes João
worry about his parents, including them in hi s package at
Tranquilidade. 122
4. ANSWER – GENERAL COMMUNICATION
The Facebook page will be used to communicate the new product. However, it is also important to refer that its creation will have other
long term goals, apart from the Brand Attitude campaign and the promotion of the new product.
§ Getting to know the Brand and its current
concept, as well as its vision, message and
objectives (BrandAttitude).
§ Relationship and Engagement with the
consumer.
§ Educating the insurance market client
(BrandAttitude).
§ Share the existence of the new product and
multi-policies concept.
§ Constant feedback and adjustment
regarding the strategy to use.
§ Apply and transmit Consumer-oriented
essence.
§ Videos/posts/states publicizing products and/or promotions.
§ Communication of Events/Premium/Acknowledgements/Objectives.
§ Posts/news/organizations (Brand Attitude alteration and education of the
consumer’s market).
§ Messages to the client.
§ Equipa Tranquilidade’s shares
Escolha	 a	 Organização	 para	 a	 qual	quer	contribuir	com	
parte	do	valor	do	seu	seguro	de	automóvel	anual!1
1 Campanha	válida	para	clientes 	pacote	multi-produto	 e	na	ausência	de	
s inistros 	no	período	 de	um	ano
ALL	TOGETHER	NOW
§ A present, transparent brand, close to the
client.
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4. ANSWER – GENERAL COMMUNICATION
It is also crucial to have into consideration some negative aspects that the introduction of the social media marketing will imply, like the
negative feedback from clients. However, this openness will also contribute to the sharing of positive opinions and testimonials from
clients, regarding the brand and its products.
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§ Difficulty in determining the psychographic profile of the
audience
§ Attrition of the Channel with consumers
§ Lack of Control of possible crisis – which implies that
Tranquilidade, by using a page on social networks, accepts the
possibility of being criticized and receive negative feedback from
clients. Nevertheless, there are crisis management systems that
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§ Tranquilidade’s Website is the one with highest Engagement in the Industry (second position after Fidelidade), with the second
highest visit rate (estimatedand real) (Anex 1)
§ Tranquilidade’s client spends more time in the Website thanother big companies’ clients do.
§ It is suggested to transmit images andvideos referring to the newmulti-policies package.
Na Tranquilidade só paga o seu seguro
de Automóvel para o período em que
o utiliza!1
4. ANSWER – GENERAL COMMUNICATION
The Company’s Website, already existing, takes the second place in the most visited Websites whose visitors take more time to navigate,
comparing with the main competitors*. Consequentely, it will be used to publicize the new product and inform clients of its
characteristics and conditions.
Company’s	Website
MeasurementMission Market Message Media Money
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Reminding…
ALL	TOGETHER	NOW • In the purchase of an insurance, the clients decide which is
the company they want to buy their insurance from
according to the following criteria (in order of preference):
Relation price-coverage, Client Support (service),
Inheritance of the Brand, Purchase easiness, Extra Benefits,
Recommendations, Experience and testimonial. These
characteristics are alignedwith the delineatedMission.
• A narrative of the real impact the product had in the life of
an individual will transmit to rest of the consumers a
feeling of safety and trust in the product, incentivizing its
purchase.
• Thus, it is suggested, for eventual future investments in
the product’s communication with renovation of the
campaign, to transmit a commercial that is based on real
testimonials of individuals who share their experience as
clients + Tranquilo.
4. ANSWER – GENERAL COMMUNICATION – Suggestions for the future
Given the important that the inquired attributed to the recommendations of others in the purchase of a product, and to the impact that
the testimonial has in other clients, it is suggested, on the long term, the creation of a video constructed with the testimonials of several
clients of Tranquilidade’s multi-product package, that express the impact that its benefits had in their lives and in the way they see
insurance.












• The 100 thousand euros to invest on the
communication Campaign will be divided in the
following way: 20 thousand euros destined to the
creatives and the video creation to include in the
social networks and Website; 20 thousand euros for
the ATM campaign; 25 thousand euros for Digital
Marketing and 30 thousand euros in the Radio
campaign. The remaining 5 thousand euros are
reserved for the B2B communication. These costs
were calculated through the current budget
allocation that Tranquilidade spends for the
communication media and campaigns.
Outcome
4. ANSWER – GENERAL COMMUNICATION
The main expenses involved in this communication strategy are related with Radio and Digital advertising, which will be the main
communication media for our campaign.
MeasurementMission Market Message Media Money
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4. ANSWER – GENERAL COMMUNICATION
To control and assure that the effect that each of the campaigns satisfies their goals, they will be subject to several control measures and
results evaluation.
As a way to measure the impact of a radio campaign, the Reach that the total campaign accomplished will be calculated
(through the levels of audience destined to the commercials).
In order to calculate the Reach coming from Social Media, it is intended to resort to the visualizations and likes number of
the different publication, as well as the clients’ Engagement, through the Shares and Comments of the page.
Through the operations on the ATM it will be possible to determine the reach coming from the ATM campaign (number of
individuals who visualized the commercial).
How	to	measure	the	impact	of	each	of	the	communication	means	selected	before?
The number of clicks and the Earned Media will be a good method to manage the impact and the number of clients who
visualize the digital campaign. To compute the Conversion Rate, it will be interesting to use the number of clients who















Profitability of the productD.5
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PROFITABILITYOF THE PRODUCT
To determine the impact of the introduction of the new product on the market, was to calculate the impact of the absolute margin at the
end of a year of sale of quiet. This has a positive value rounded up to 1 000 000. This value is the result of a set of six steps, which in its
full describe the costs and revenues expected for Tranquilidade during the first year of release.






































































According to the percentage of
interviewed people who decided
to pay its product monthly, per
trimester/semester or anually, it
was calculated the cost for
Tranquilidade not enjoying the
Frequency Fees that it charges for
those who do not pay their
premiums anually.It was also
considered that the number of
annulment rate would increase
since the number of people paying
monthly and quarterly would
increse (being easier to cancel the
policies). . It was also considered
the fact that the number of clients
with more than one policy would























• 58% of the sample showed interest in the concept of shared economy.
• This product consists in the development of a community between the
clients with the package:
1. The client brings his/her friends and family to Tranquilidade’s multi-
product concept.
2. Creating a small community with his/her friends and family, the client,
as well as the members of his/her group, deposit a percentage of their
premium on a fund managedby Tranquilidade.
3. If an accident happens to any of the members, the franchise is paid by
the money in the fund.
4. In the absence of any accident, at the end of the year, the money is
returned to the members or reutilized to the next year.
• Advantages to the client? It allows him/her to choose lower insurance
premiums, with a higher franchise, because it will be covered by the monetary
fund. Also, it is possible to recover the money in the absence of accidents (the
client will select to his/her community individuals with a perceived lower risk)
• Advantages to the Company? A higher number of clients due to the influence
of the contact network of the current clients (who will choose the individuals in
whom they trust and they believe have low risk). Additionally, there will be
higher revenues from clients withmore expensive premiums.
FURTHER RESEARCH
A suggestion of extra service or benefit to include for the clients who adhered to the multi-product package could be the creation of a
concept of shared economy, developing a differentiating service based on the trust and commitment existing between the clients.
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§ In all age segments, all the inquired declared to prefer paying a
initial value to both insurances, if it implied that both would
not suffer an increase in price annually.
§ The increase in price is one of the main presented motives for
quitting or not adhering to these types of insurance (factor
also referred by the Mediators interviewed). Some of the
inquired even referred to prefer to pay a higher initial value,
whose premiumwould decrease annually.
§ Tranquilidade can present this leveled solution as a















Life	Insurance?	– Number	 of	Individuals	 +	%
FURTHER RESEARCH
A suggestion of extra service or benefit to include for the clients who adhered to the multi-product package could be the access to a









7) Jornal	de	Négocios 19-04-17	, As	seguradoras	tradicionais	vão	sobreviver	à	transformação	digital?,	David	Bernardo























31)	Research Methods For	Business classes- Prof.	Elizabete	Cardoso
32)	Integrated Marketing	Communication classes- Prof.	Jorge	Velosa
33)	AdvancedMarketing	classes- Prof.	Jorge	Velosa






The Associação Portuguesa de Famílias Numerosas supports the ease and right to build a family with responsibility and without
physical barriers. Through a partnership with the tranquillity, this could provide security and savings to their members, allowing to
Tranquilidade to get access to a market directed to your packagemulti-product.
§ The APFN benefits from donations
from the company: 1% of annual premium
for customers who do not report any
accident within one year (only for
customers who agreewith these terms)
§ Direct access to publicity and
communication of the Organization, its
causes, events and activities.
§ To join the APFN, Tranquilidade would
gain access to a range of clients that
would benefit a lot of advantages
associated to the package multi-
product, enjoying, at a more affordable
price, insurance for the whole family.
§ Tranquilidade would enjoy from
advertising and direct recognition by
sponsoring events, causes and
activities of the organization.
§ Tranquilidade would also educate and
develop a new consumer of insurance
more concerned and aware with your
safety.
4. APPENDIX – ANSWER – EXTRA BENEFITS
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4. APPENDIX – ANSWER – EXTRA BENEFITS
The Associação Portuguesa de Deficientes Motores, youth and adults with disabilities and/or inability (whether by birth or accident).
A partnership with the tranquillity would allow the education and awareness of society to the importance of prevention.
… Hoje está a tentar reunir os fundos necessários para reconstruir o seu braço direito – um tendão de Aquiles que se tornou
o seu poço de vontade e ambição.
§ APD benefits from donation of the
company: 1% of the annual premium
from the clients that haven’t reported any
sinister in the rolling period of one year
(only for the clients that agree with the
terms) 1 - Anexo 4
§ Direct access to publicity and
communication from the organization, the
cause, events and activities.
§ Being associated with Tranquilidade
means they are investing in the
prevention according to the cause and
values. Consider that now, ADP only
supports people that are alrady sick,
do sn’t work inprevention.
§ By associating with APD, the company
is educating the community to a need
of protection and safety, developed
through the impact and consequently
the feeling of fear (there will be
campaigns for the donations and
prevetion).
§ Being recognized as a solidary
company that supports its community.
§ The benefits from sponsoring the
events, the cause and the





• Substitution vehicle in equivalent category, included in
all the options , in case of malfunction, na ture
phenomenon, fire and vandalism acts.
• Utilization of the substitution vehicle not only during
the repairing time, as well as, optionally, in the period
when the vehicle is prohibited of circulating.
• Advantages on Tranquilidade’s conventioned repair
shops: substitution vehicle delivered in the location (if
available), warranty after repairmen, cleaning and
vehicle assistance.
• Multi Assistência BASE (Assistance in Travel,
Substitution vehicle, Juridical defense)
• Protection of All the ocuppants (10 000€)
• Protection for Dogs and Cats (500€)
HEALTH – BASE
• Hospitalization 15000€ (client’s co-payment of
10%/50% (Network/Outside the Network)
• Ambulatório (8 appointments, + 2 analysis + 2 exams
(client’s co-payment of 15€ inside Network, not
applicable outside the Network)
• Home Inspection (client’s co-payment of 15€ inside
Network, not applicable outside the Network),











Na Tranquilidade só paga o seu seguro
de Automóvel para o período em que
o utiliza!1











4. APPENDIX - ANSWER – EXTRA BENEFITS
In the menu related with his/her + Tranquilo package, the client may verify which are the inclusions and capital of his/her
insurances + Tranquilo, in a practical and succinct way (Focus Group), the payments to settle, novelties or promotions to include in
his/her package, among other characteristics.
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4. APPENDIX – Tranquilidade’s Health Table
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4. APPENDIX – PRELIMINARYMATRIX 26-35
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4. APPENDIX – Preliminary Matrix – 36-45
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4. APPENDIX – Preliminary Matrix 46-55
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4. APPENDIX – Preliminary Matrix 55+
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